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Executive Summary 

The location and environment of the Gold Coast Rapid Transport Project (GCRT) imposes complex 
construction challenges, requiring effective planning and management to minimise cost and negative 

impacts on the Gold Coast community.  The majority of the Project requires construction through urban 
environments with significant traffic, environmental and community considerations and constraints.  

This report examines the key construction issues of the Project including the staging of works, and 

construction and commissioning program.  The report also outlines the construction techniques, 
equipment and likely impacts in completing the Project.  Traffic management requirements necessary to 
complete the works are identified along with the proposed construction compounds required to facilitate 

construction.  

The findings presented are based on the available concept design and program information for the 
project at the time of preparing the report.  The construction and commissioning program draws upon 

GHD’s past major road reconstruction project experience in the Heart of the City project which required 
similar works within Surfers Paradise and the mitigation of construction impacts as identified by key 
stakeholders.   

For the development of the Reference Program for construction and commissioning, Translink provided 
the following timeframes;  

 Completion of the Business Case by mid-2008; 

 A procurement schedule that results in the Contract Award to a Proponent Organisation for 
construction of the Rapid Transit system by the end of 2009; and 

 The Operational Phase of the Rapid Transit system commencing in 2011.  

This report presents a construction methodology and delivery process that demonstrates Stages 2 and 3 
of the GCRT reference project can be generally completed within the timeframes provided by Translink, 
in that construction of the rapid transit infrastructure is achievable in 2011, including the delivery of the 

start-up fleet of Rapid Transit vehicles. The program shows that the commissioning phase of the Rapid 
Transit system will commence in late 2011 and continue through early to mid 2012. 

The keys findings and recommendations of this report are: 

 The staging of construction works must be coordinated with major annual events such as the Indy 
Carnival as well as other major Gold Coast events and festivals.  This has been considered in the 
development of the construction and commissioning program and allowances included for these 

events. These impacts should be further investigated in the detailed design phase of the project; 

 There are early work opportunities associated with bridge construction and service relocations. These 

activities could be pursued as separate construction contracts to the major works contract.  The early 
completion of these activities will help to streamline later construction works, reduce overall 
construction impact and reduce time pressures on the construction and commissioning program; 

 The construction and commissioning phase of the GCRT reference project has been developed to 
achieve completion within 30 months for the LRT option and 27 months for the BRT option;  

 There are risks to the project that may impact on the construction and commissioning program. These 
risks include the impacts on traffic congestion, the availability of construction resources, the 
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availability of construction materials, the timing of property acquisitions, the delivery time required for 

Rapid Transit vehicles and the need to proceed with the design and construction program 
concurrently.  In preparing the business case for the project, Deloitte have undertaken a 
comprehensive assessment of risks to the project and have developed a risk register.  This register  

should be used for further risk management in addition to the risks and mitigations detailed in this 
report; and  

 The key program risks and associated mitigation measures required are summarised in Table 1:  

Table 1 Principal Risks and Mitigation Measures 

Risk Mitigation Measure 

Traffic congestion that may mobilise political 
pressure 

Initiate early community education and 
awareness programs to change traffic habits and 
reduce negative feedback. 

Construction resource and material availability Develop a procurement strategy that includes 
allowance for long lead items and principal-
supplied long lead items. 

Property Acquisitions Pursue a strategy to secure required property 
prior to commencement of construction. 

Delivery of Rapid Transit vehicles Ensure that the tendered vehicles meet the 
project specification during the bid assessment 
phase and acceptance of the vehicle is complete 
at Contract Award to enable manufacture to 
begin immediately. 

Concurrent design and construction program Pursue strategy to progress detailed design 
sufficiently ahead of intended construction. 

 Innovations in construction techniques, materials, equipment and construction staging may be 

identified and should be further explored during this phase and construction phases of the project; 

 The most significant construction impacts will be on the Gold Coast traffic network. A project 

management group is proposed to coordinate traffic management activities and to identify the most 
suitable traffic arrangements during construction with consideration to other major road works in the 
area. This group would comprise membership of the constructor, Gold Coast City Council (GCCC), 

the Department of Main Roads (DMR) and TransLink. Detailed network modeling is required to help 
plan the staging of works and the coordination with other projects to minimise overall traffic impacts. 
Mitigation of traffic impacts will also rely on keeping the community well informed about construction 

activities through a community liaison group working in conjunction with the  traffic management 
group; 

 There are impacts on pedestrians, cyclists and access to properties along the route.  These impacts 
will be managed by the constructor to the standards required by GCCC, DMR and TransLink; 

 Environmental impacts during construction will be managed by the constructor in accordance with 
Environmental Impact Management Plans (IMPs) presented in the CDIMP documentation. These 
IMPs cover areas of environmental concern including acid sulphate soils, contaminated soils, 

construction noise and vibration, erosion and sedimentation control, flora and fauna, weed control, 
water quality, waste management and cultural heritage;  
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 Adjacent property impacts such as the demolition of buildings and partial acquisition of land should be 

minimised as far as practical in the detailed design phase of the project.  During construction, the 
impacts will be managed by the constructor and focus on the completion of property demolition, 
property alterations  and other accommodation works in the early stages of the project; 

 Public transport travel times will be affected by traffic congestion and loss of designated bus lanes. 
Alternative routes are recommended to avoid construction zones. These alternate routes will need to 

be planned and agreed with public transport authorities;  

 Service/PUP relocation works will result in short period service disruptions.  These disruptions will be 

minimised through coordination with service providers and by undertaking works with significant traffic 
impacts at night; 

 Safety of road users, pedestrians, cyclists and construction personnel will be managed by the 
constructor during construction in accordance with an agreed safety management plan that complies 
with relevant Australian workplace health and safety standards in addition to GCCC and DMR safety 

requirements for works on roads;  

 Construction activities in the Southport and Surfers Paradise CBD will have the greatest impact on 

the Gold Coast community and present the most challenging project construction task. These areas 
will require particular attention to mitigation measures proposed to reduce the impacts of construction 
activities; 

 Construction techniques and equipment have been proposed that aim to minimise construction 
impacts while maintaining a balance between the cost of the project and the time taken to complete 

the work.  Further innovative construction techniques and equipment could be considered during the 
tender and construction periods;  

 Existing public space will be required for construction compounds and storage areas for the duration 
of construction. This public space may include parks and sports fields.  Agreement with GCCC on 
compound locations and terms of use is required well in advance of the construction period; and  

 To compensate for the short-term loss of public space, restoration of construction compounds should 
aim to provide an improvement on the original facility.



 

 

1. Introduction 

1.1 Introduction  

The Gold Coast Rapid Transit (GCRT) Project is a major Government initiative in creating a more 

sustainable Gold Coast City.  The project will deliver a public transport system that is fast, frequent, 
reliable and integrated with the existing transport network.   

In June 2006, State Cabinet approved the development of a Concept Design and Impact Management 

Plan and Business Case for two rapid transit mode options under the Government’s Value for Money 
Framework.  The GCRT Project is included in the South East Queensland Regional Plan and funded in 
South East Queensland Infrastructure Plan and Program. The lead Government Agency, TransLink will 

develop the Concept Design and Impact Management Plan (CDIMP) and Business Case in partnership 
with Gold Coast City Council who has also allocated future funding for public transport improvements on 
the Gold Coast.  

The new rapid transit system is intended to link the Gold Coast Railway at Helensvale with the Griffith 
University/University Hospital precinct and the busy centres of Southport, Surfer's Paradise, Broadbeach, 
and ultimately Gold Coast Airport and Coolangatta Town Centre.   

The rapid transit mode options under investigation are:  

 A light rail transit (LRT) system with low floor air-conditioned vehicles on a standard gauge fixed track 
drawing power from either an embedded rail or overhead wires; and  

 A bus rapid transit (BRT) system that offers a much higher quality service than an ordinary bus, with 
specially designed buses running very frequent services and higher reliability and faster travel times 

than buses operating in mixed traffic.   

Both systems will operate within a dedicated corridor, mostly centre running within existing roads. In 

some areas, a corridor adjacent to the road or mixed running with traffic has been considered.  
Regardless of the chosen mode, the technology option will use a dedicated carriageway ‘at grade’ with 
priority provided at traffic signals to promote fast and reliable journey times. 

The Concept Design and Impact Management Plan and Business Case are based on detailed studies for 
Stage 1 (Helensvale to Broadbeach), with initial planning investigations of Stage 2 (Broadbeach to 
Coolangatta).  The Stage 1 corridor, as shown in Figure 1 connects to the Gold Coast Rail Line at the 

existing Helensvale Rail station and terminates at Broadbeach at a new bus/rapid transit interchange.  
Stage 1 has been evaluated and planned in the following 3 sections: 

 Section 1: Helensvale to Griffith University. Two corridor options are subject to detailed planning 

evaluation; 

 Section 2: Griffith University to Southport; and 

 Section 3: Southport to Broadbeach including Surfers Paradise. 
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1.2 Purpose of this Report 

The purpose of this report is to: 

 Demonstrate that the GCRT project can be designed, constructed and commissioned as required; 

 Provide a construction and commissioning program and associated construction techniques; 

 Identify constructability issues, impacts and mitigation measures; 

 Identify traffic management requirements; and  

 Identify feasible construction techniques and equipment.  

The preparation of an accurate program for the construction and commissioning phases of the project is 
an essential component of the CDIMP documentation.  The program has an influence over the cost, risk 
and constructability outcomes of the CDIMP process.  Section 2 presents the Project Delivery and 

Construction Reference Programs that have been developed for the LRT and BRT options.  This section 
also provides an explanation of the methodology and assumptions used in the preparation of the 
construction program.  Key issues such as the program critical path, project milestones, risks and 

opportunities associated with both the BRT and LRT programs are identified and discussed.   

The constructability issues, construction impacts, traffic management, construction techniques and 
equipment have influence over the cost of the project. Section 3 presents an assessment of the risk and 

constructability impacts and proposes mitigation measures aimed at minimising these impacts.  

Section 4 presents achievable methods of completing the works through both conventional and 
innovative construction processes.  The work methods developed are aimed to minimise construction 

impacts while maintaining a balance between the cost of the project and the time taken to complete the 
work.  These work methods provide the basis for managing the works and developing construction costs.  

1.3 Construction Sections and Segments 

This constructability report is based on detailed studies for Stage 1 of the GCRT Project between 
Helensvale and Broadbeach.  

At the time of preparing this report the route for Section 1 has not yet been finalised.  This report 
therefore examines the constructability issues and provides a construction and commissioning program 

for Sections 2 and 3 only.   

1.4 Route Segments 

Sections 2 and 3 of the GCRT corridor have been broken into specific construction segments, as 
described in Table 2. These segments have been adopted to provide packages of work that are similar in 
nature and have common traffic management requirements. This approach provides the basis for 

scheduling the location of works in the construction program.  
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Table 2 Route Segments 

Section Segment Segment Name Dist Description 

2 1a Griffith University to Smith 
Street South 

 RT corridor runs along the middle of 
University Drive from Griffith University 
travelling south and crosses Smith 
Street motorway on an elevated 
structure before finishing on the south 
side of Smith Street. 

 1 Smith Street to Baratta 
Street  

1200m RT corridor crosses Loders Creek 
retention basin on an elevated structure 
travels around the existing council depot 
and finishes adjacent to the Baratta 
Street/Queen Street intersection. 

 2 Baratta Street to Queen 
Street  

300m RT corridor runs south along the 
western side of Wardoo Street from the 
Baratta Street intersection before 
crossing Wardoo Street and proceeding 
east in the centre of Queen Street. 

 3 Queens Street to Nerang 
Street  

1255m RT corridor travels east in the centre of 
Queen Street from the Wardoo Street 
intersection then crosses the Queen 
Street/Nerang Street intersection to 
proceed east in the centre of Nerang 
Street. 

 4 Nerang Street to 
Scarborough Street  

810m RT corridor travels east in the centre of 
Nerang Street from the Queen Street 
intersection, through the High Street 
intersection before finishing just before 
the Scarborough Street intersection. 

 5 Scarborough Street to 
Queen Street  

700m RT corridor crosses the Nerang 
Street/Scarborough Street intersection 
before proceeding south in the centre of 
Scarborough Street, crossing at the 
Scarborough Street/Queen Street 
intersection and continuing east on the 
side of Queen Street. 

 6 Along Queen Street  310m RT corridor travels east in the centre of 
Queen Street from the Scarborough 
Street intersection before crossing Ada 
Bell Way to continue east along side 
Queen Street. 
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Section Segment Segment Name Dist Description 

 7 Queen Street to Nerang 
River  

245m RT corridor travels east on the side of  
Queen Street before crossing the 
Marine Parade/Queen Street 
intersection and continuing south at the  
side of the Gold Coast Highway to the 
start of the Sundale bridge. 

3 1 Nerang River (Sundale) 
Bridge  

400m RT corridor crosses the Nerang River 
(Sundale bridge) on a new elevated 
structure adjacent to the Gold Coast 
Highway. 

 2 Nerang River Bridge to 
Marriott Resort  

1580m RT corridor travels south along the 
western side of the Gold Coast Highway 
from the Sundale bridge before crossing 
to the centre of Ferny Avenue at the 
Gold Coast Highway/Ferny Avenue 
intersection and proceeding south in the 
centre of Ferny Avenue. 

 3 Marriott Resort to Cypress 
Avenue  

630m RT corridor travels south in the centre of 
Ferny Ave from the Gold Coast Highway 
intersection before crossing the Ferny 
Avenye/Cypress Avenue intersection 
and proceeding east in the centre of 
Cypress Avenue. 

 4 Cypress Avenue to 
Thornton Street  

1630m RT corridor travels east in the centre of 
Cypress Avenue from the Ferny Avenue 
intersection before travelling south along 
side Surfers Paradise Boulevard to the 
Elkhorn Avenue intersection where it 
then crosses to the middle of Surfers 
Paradise Boulevard and continues south 
to Thornton Street. 

 5 Thornton Street to Gold 
Coast Convention Centre  

1860m RT corridor travels south from Thornton 
Street crossing Remembrance Drive/GC 
Highway intersection and continues 
south in the centre of the Gold Coast 
Highway to the Gold Coast Convention 
centre. 

 6 Gold Coast Convention 
Centre to Hooker 
Boulevard 

1080m RT travels south in the centre of the 
Gold Coast Highway from the Gold 
Coast Convention Centre to the 
southern side of the Hooker Boulevard / 
Gold Coast Highway intersection. 
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2. Construction and Commissioning Program 

A Construction and Commissioning Program (referred to as the Reference Program) has been 
developed for the Gold Coast Rapid Transit Project which provides a methodology for the delivery of the 

Reference Project. The Reference Programs for LRT and BRT options are included in this report as 
Error! Reference source not found. and Error! Reference source not found. respectively.   

In planning the construction of the GCRT project the following considerations have been used: 

 The construction and commissioning program will have a realistic and achievable time frame that is 
able to be met by the successful contractor;  

 Resources required for the construction process will be evenly distributed over time to avoid costly 
peaks in labour/material requirements; and  

 The impacts of construction on the community and the environment will be minimised through the 
construction methods and timing adopted. 

2.1 Methodology and Assumptions 

2.1.1 Methodology 

The LRT and BRT Reference Programs have been prepared in Primavera P3 formation. This is a 
globally accepted format for critical path scheduling. The delivery of the project is described by reference 
to the ‘Work Breakdown Structure’ which organises the project into four key phases: Procurement, 

Construction, Commission and Operations.  

The Reference Program contains a number of specific activities for each of the four construction phases. 
The activities for each Phase of the Reference Programs are shown in Table 3 below.  

Table 3 Program Activities 

Procurement Construction Commissioning Operational 

CDIMP & business case 

Governance and approvals 

Request for proposals 

Pre-construction planning 

Long lead items 

Land acquisitions 

Early construction works 

Contract prelims & design 

Maintenance facility & 
operations buildings 

LRT/BRT vehicle 
manufacture 

Section 2 – Griffith Uni to 
Sundale Bridge 

Section 3 – Sundale Bridge 
to Hooker Blvd 

Operating, ITS and ticketing 
systems 

Commissioning planning 

Subsystem trials and Vehicle 
Commissioning 

System testing and 
performance checks 

Integrated commissioning 

 

Operating company Setup 

Staff hiring & training 

The timescale for the program is provided in ordinal dates (i.e. months). Month 1 commences at the end 
of the Contract Award activity. The durations for individual activities are calculated on a nominal 5 day 
working week, with the site construction actually operating for 6 days per week. 
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2.1.2 Assumptions 

Assumptions for the Gold Coast Rapid Transit Project Reference Program have been drawn from other 

projects of similar construction scope and from more recent experience associated with major road 
reconstruction works through the centre of Surfers Paradise. In addition, advice from industry specialists 
and comparison with other similar Rapid Transit projects has assisted in forming the schedule for the 

commission phase of the project.  

The construction of the ‘Heart of the City’ Project has many similarities with the construction of the 
proposed GCRT. This project involved major roadworks construction between the Marriott Resort and 

Thornton Street in Surfers Paradise, on both Ferny Avenue and Surfers Paradise Boulevard. The works 
included significant property acquisition and alterations, major relocations of public utility plant, road 
widening and extensive streetscaping. All works were performed under traffic, involving complex staging 

and traffic management arrangements, road closures and detours. Community consultation was also a  
key element of the delivery process.  The major lessons learned during the course of this project and 
have been used to assist in the formulation of the Reference Program. In addition, project team 

experience on other major transport infrastructure projects such as South-East Busway, Sydney Light 
Rail and Melbourne Trams have helped inform the development of the Reference Program.  

Key criteria in the development of the Reference Programs are the timeframes for project delivery 

advised by Translink, these being: 

 Completion of the Business Case by mid-2008; 

 A procurement schedule that results in the Contract Award to a Proponent Organisation for 

construction of the Rapid Transit system by the end of 2009; and 

 The Operational Phase of the Rapid Transit system commencing in 2011.   

In order to achieve these timeframes, the Reference Program has been prepared to meet the following 

general criteria: 

 All construction works on or adjacent to areas accessible to the public is undertaken in accordance 
with Part 3 of the Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD), ‘Works on Roads’;  

 Normal working hours of Monday to Saturday 7:00 am to 5:00 pm will apply for all construction works; 

 Limited night works will be conducted except for those critical activities which require total road 
closures, significant lane reductions or detours from existing traffic routes.  Night works should be 
kept to a minimum to limit noise disturbance to residents adjacent to the works. This is constant with 

the current construction practices of DMR and GCCC in the Gold Coast urban regions;  

 The duration of work through Section 3 includes an allowance to accommodate the Indy Carnival. The 

timeframe for construction will need to be further refined to specifically address the impact of the Indy 
Carnival. This is required so that work commences immediately after Indy and is completed prior to 
the commencement of the event the following year. There are currently no other known major events 

on the Gold Coast which would have a significant impact on program;  

 The construction program assumes that some civil works and track works in Sections 2 and 3 will be 

constructed concurrently.  It is anticipated that the Consortia selected to construct the project, will 
package the major civil and structural works in a manner that limits the delivery risk due to resource 
constraints, industrial relations, cash flow and insolvency issues. Several specialist subcontractors for 

operations such as tracklaying, overhead traction wiring and ITS may also be utilised; and  
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 Resource levelling of the Reference Program has not been undertaken and it is assumed that 

resources are available as, and when required by the activities in the program. 

2.2 LRT Option 

2.2.1 Critical Path and Critical Tasks 

The program for the LRT Option is provided in Error! Reference source not found..  The total duration 
of the construction and commissioning phases is 30 months.  The critical path for the completion of the 

project is the LRT Vehicle manufacturing process. The procurement of LRT vehicles needs to commence 
early in the project to lead into the LRT commissioning activities. It is expected that the LRT vehicles will 
be progressively delivered to the Gold Coast during the construction program, with the final vehicle 

delivered 24 months after commencement of the construction phase.  The delivery of the first LRT 
vehicle should occur 20 months after commencement of the construction phase, to enable vehicle trials 
in the depot area.  The remaining LRT vehicles will then be progressively delivered over the following 4 

months, to enable to final vehicle delivery 24 months after commencing construction.  The depot area 
and the first segment (Segment 2.1) are programmed for completion between 15 and 19 months from the 
commencement of construction to allow for initial vehicle trials.  

Detailed design has been programmed to run concurrently with construction over the first 12 months to 
allow an early commencement to construction works. It is expected preliminary, and possibly some 
detailed design, will have commenced during the Request for Proposal (RFP) stage of the project. This 

approach will allow early construction works, bridgeworks and service relocations to commence in both 
sections 2 and 3.  The assessment during the bid phase of LRT vehicles meeting the project 
specification will enable commencement of vehicle manufacture as soon as Contract Award has been 

achieved. 

Section 2 is programmed to commence in Month 3 and to be completed by Month 24.  Construction is 
scheduled to commence at the northern end of the project around Griffith University and progress east 

towards the Nerang River.  Civil works and track works should be completed by the end of Month 20, 
allowing 4 months to complete electrical, ITS, stations and landscaping works. 

Section 3 is programmed to commence in Month 3 and to be completed by Month 28.  Construction is 

scheduled to commence at Sundale Bridge and progressively proceed south towards Broadbeach.  Civil 
works and track works are programmed to be completed by the end of Month 22, allowing a further 6 
months to complete electrical, ITS, stations and landscaping works.  Sundale Bridge construction is 

expected to take approximately 12 months, being completed in Month 16 of the program. The completion 
of the Sundale Bridge work will provide additional construction access between Section 2 and 3 and 
assist in minimising local traffic impacts.  

The commissioning phase is programmed to commence in Month 22 and has an overall duration of 9 
months. The final 3 months of this commissioning program have been allocated for ‘Integrated 
Commissioning and Empty Running’.  This approach will allow for testing of the LRT system under 

realistic operating conditions.   

Further information regarding commissioning is provided in the Volume 7 Technical Report titled ‘LRT 
Operations Assessment’. 
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2.2.2 Milestones  

To ensure that the project is delivered on time, a number of major project milestones have been set to 

allow high-level assessment of the project delivery performance.  

The major project milestones for the LRT system are shown in Table 4. 

Table 4 Major Project Milestones 

Milestone Month 

Contract Award 0 

First LRT vehicle delivered 21 

Section 2 complete 24 

Section 3 complete 27 

Start commissioning 22 

Start revenue phase 31 

2.3 BRT Option 

2.3.1 Critical Path and Critical Tasks 

The program for the BRT Option is provided in Error! Reference source not found.. The total duration 

of the construction and commissioning phases is 27 months. The critical path for the completion of the 
project is the construction of Section 3 of the bus corridor.   

BRT vehicles will be progressively delivered to the Gold Coast, with the final vehicle delivered in 20 

months after commencement of the construction phase. Vehicle trials, driver training and commissioning 
will follow the completion of construction.  

Detailed design has been programmed to run concurrently with construction over the first 12 months to 

allow an early commencement to construction works.  It is expected that preliminary and possibly some 
detailed design will have been commenced during the RFP stage of the project. This approach will allow 
early constriction works, bridgeworks and service relocations to commence in both sections with the first 

three months. The assessment of BRT vehicles meeting the project specification will be completed 
during the bid phase, enabling vehicle manufacturing to commence immediately after Contract Award for 
the project has been achieved.  

Section 2 is programmed to commence in Month 3 and to be completed by Month 22.  Construction will 
commence at the northern end of the project around Griffith University and progress south towards the 
Nerang River.  Civil works and bus-way pavements are programmed for completion by the end Month 

18. This approach allows 4 months to complete electrical, ITS, stations and landscaping works.  

Section 3 is programmed to commence in Month 3 and to be completed by Month 23.  Construction will 
commence at Sundale Bridge and progress east towards Broadbeach.  Civil works and bus-way 

pavements are programmed for completion by the end of Month 18. This approach allows 5 months to 
complete electrical, ITS, stations and landscaping works.  Sundale Bridge construction is expected to 
take 12 months. This approach would result in the bridge being completed during Month 16. Completion 
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of the bridge would enable construction access between Sections 2 and 3 to occur with minimal impact 

on local traffic.  

The commissioning phase is programmed to commence in Month 21, and had an overall duration of 5 
months. The final 6 weeks of this commissioning program have been allocated for ‘Integrated 

Commissioning and Empty Running’.  This approach will allow for testing of the BRT system under 
realistic operating conditions.   

For further information regarding commissioning refer to the Volume 7 Technical Report titled ‘BRT 

Operations Assessment’. 

2.3.2 Milestones  

To ensure that the project is delivered on time, a number of major project milestones have been set to 
allow high-level assessment of the project delivery performance.  

The major project milestones for the BRT system are shown in Table 5. 

Table 5 Milestones 

Activity Month 

Contract Award    0 

First BRT Vehicle Delivered 17 

Section 2 Complete 22 

Section 3 Complete 23 

Start Commissioning 21 

Start Revenue Phase 28 

2.4 Risks and Opportunities 

The construction and commissioning period of 30 months for the LRT option and 27 months for the BRT 

option are viewed as appropriate for the type of work required to complete the project. To achieve these 
delivery timeframes a high standard of project management will be required to ensure specific project 
milestones are met. The probability of achieving an earlier timeframe for start-up of the revenue phase is 

considered low due to the constrained site conditions and the requirements to conduct the majority of the 
works under traffic.  

The key risks to achieving the delivery of the program within the specified duration, along with possible 

mitigation measures, are detailed below:  

 Delays to Property Acquisition: A strategy should be developed to secure all property necessary to 
accommodate the works prior to the commencement of construction; 

 Public concerns regarding traffic congestion during construction: A detailed traffic management 
strategy, linked to the specific construction program adopted for the project, should be completed 

prior to the commencement of construction; 
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 Limitation of pedestrian access during construction: This issue is particularly important in areas with 

high volumes of pedestrians such as Southport and Surfers Paradise. A communication and 
consultation process should be established to inform the community of possible impacts and ensure 
feedback is incorporated in construction programs to reduce the risk of program delays; 

 Resource Availability: Potential difficulties obtaining the necessary resources would be mitigated by 
the contract packaging adopted for all works in Sections 2 and 3; 

 Construction Material Availability: Principal initiated procurement of long lead time resources such as 
pre cast concrete, rail tracks and boring materials should be initiated to ensure program milestones 

are met;   

 LRT Vehicle Supply: A strategy to complete assessment of vehicles meeting the project specification 

should be developed so that the ordering and vehicle supply process can commence immediately 
after Contract Award; 

 Service Relocations: A strategy for early engagement with service owners/authorities should be 
implemented to provide these groups with maximum possible lead time to organise and complete 
necessary relocations; and  

 Design Activities: To enable early commencement of the detailed planning and design phases a 
comprehensive set of design data should be assembled for the project. This may require additional 

materials testing, surveys and sourcing of hydraulic information.  

Further opportunities to minimise the risk of program delays which could be adopted are as follows:  

 Early Works: This approach will assist in the reduction of construction risks by providing additional 
time for other activities in the construction program and will allow the best use to be made of available 
construction resources.  The greatest opportunity to complete construction works early is with the 

construction of bridges and relocation of services along the corridor. Other early work opportunities 
may exist in areas such as the demolition of property, completion of accommodation works for 
landowners and remediation of contaminated land. The ability to complete early works in these areas 

will be further identified during the detailed design phase of the project when the scope of these works 
can be better defined.  Early works would generally be undertaken where benefits will be 
demonstrated to the critical path of the construction program; 

 Public Education: Initiate an early education and awareness program for motorists, pedestrians, 
tourism operators, accommodation providers, and workers accessing the major employment areas, 

encouraging early changed trip habits and travel time expectations during the construction period to 
reduce negative feedback and traffic congestion; and  

 At commencement of the project, a workshop involving the constructor, TransLink, DMR and GCCC 
should be held to identify any additional opportunities to identify and address risks to the construction 
program and to reduce the construction program duration. These opportunities should be recorded 

and implemented during the detailed design phase and regularly reviewed with respect to their impact 
on the projects’ critical path. Opportunities may include innovative construction methods, construction 
materials, construction equipment and staging of the construction process. Further assessment of 

opportunities to reduce the risk and reduce construction time should be regularly reviewed by the 
project team and the construction authority during the construction phase.  
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2.5  Benchmarking against Other Projects 

The overall project durations for BRT/LRT, and durations of some specific activities and phases, have 

been benchmarked against a number of previous and current rapid transit, light rail and road work 
projects. This benchmarking has been undertaken with the purpose of assessing that the durations 
nominated for GCRT are reasonable and achievable for the methodology proposed for the Reference 

Project. Examples of these projects and the benchmarking information obtained include:  

 Surfers Paradise Traffic Management Scheme (Heart of the City Project): This project involved 
the widening and reconstruction of approximately 2.5 metre of Ferny Avenue and Surfers Paradise 

Boulevard between the Marriott Resort and Thornton Street. The construction value was 
approximately $50 million (equivalent 2008 dollars) The overall duration of construction was 26 
months, which was completed in 3 stages between June 2002 and August 2006. Construction of all 

stages was undertaken by a mid-size contracting firm;  

 Smith Street Bus Lanes: This project involved the widening of Smith Street, Southport to 

accommodate bus lanes running in both directions. Works included T3 transit lanes, drainage 
improvements, road-resurfacing, route lighting and intersection traffic signals. Project duration was 11 
months for a construction value of approximately $11 million. Construction was carried out under 

heavily-trafficked site conditions, with a minimal amount of nightworks. Construction was undertaken 
by DMR resources;  

 Sydney Light Rail: The Sydney Light Rail Project involved an initial first stage between Ultimo and 
Pyrmont of some 3.6 kilometres. Design and construction of this first stage was completed in 3 years 
(1994 to 1997) under a BOOT contract arrangement. Subsequently, an additional second stage was 

added, extending the line a further 3.2 kilometres. This extension was completed in 2 years (1998 to 
2000) and included a 740m long tunnel under Glebe;  

 Glenelg Tramway: The Glenelg Tramway extension in Adelaide involved the 1.7 kilometre extension 
of an existing tramway and was constructed over a 6 month period. The tracklaying works were 
performed under relatively unhindered access provisions, whereby local roads and intersections were 

closed over a number of weekends to permit tracklaying to occur. The project did not involve any road 
widening or reconstruction works, as the tram lines were located within the existing median. Whilst 
this methodology is not proposed for GCRT, it does provide some important benchmarking 

information, in particular for the production rates for tracklaying. On this project, production rates of 
400m of track per day were achieved; and    

 Reims Light Rail Project: The Reims Light Rail project in France has an 11 kilometre track length, 
and is designed to transport 45,000 people per day. The contract for design and construction of the 
system was signed in October 2006. Roadworks begin in April 2008, with construction due to 

commence and plans to be operational by mid-October 2010. This timeframe of 27 months is 
comparable to that proposed for the GCRT LRT option. This project has a planned 20 month design, 
fabrication, testing and delivery program for an 18 tram fleet. 
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3. Construction Impacts, Constructability Issues and 
Traffic Management 

There are a wide range of possible impacts that may result from the construction of the Gold Coast 
Rapid Transit Project. The construction impacts and constructability issues that have been examined as 

a part of the Projects’ delivery include:  

 Traffic; 

 Environment; 

 Property; 

 Public transport; 

 Community; 

 Public Utility Plan/Services; 

 Construction Safety; and 

 Works outside the rapid transit corridor.  

These impacts and proposed mitigation measures are summarised below and are described in further 

detail in the Volume 3 Impact Management Plans. 

3.1 Traffic Impacts  

3.1.1 Traffic Impacts 

The most significant construction impact will relate to the movement of general traffic along the proposed 
Rapid Transit corridor. These impacts are expected to be particularly significant in the CBD areas of 

Surfers Paradise and Southport and along the Gold Coast Highway to the south of Thornton Street. To 
minimise traffic congestion and maintain adequate access to all properties, traffic management 
measures will need to be implemented.   

These traffic management measures will aim to:  

 Maximise opportunities to utilise corridor space adjacent to the construction site; and 

 Implement alternative traffic routes or provide equivalent lane capacity to maintain normal traffic flow 
arrangements wherever possible. 

To achieve the above measures, changes to the existing traffic arrangements will be required, including:  

 Maximise the available space within the corridor by removing or limiting median and kerb side parking 
along the rough for the construction period;  

 Restrict some existing lanes and turning movement at key intersections along the route and providing 
alternative access arrangements; and 

 Utilise the rapid transit corridor for general traffic during some stages of construction. 
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Public transport journey times are like to be increased as a result of the increased congestion as well as 

the removal of the dedicated bus lanes through Section 3. Some alternative public transport routes have 
been proposed to allow these vehicles to avoid expected congestion.  

3.1.2 Traffic Management 

A traffic management group would be established, comprising of representatives of TransLink, the 
constructor, DMR and GCCC to coordinate the provision of alternate traffic routes and to integrate 

construction activities for the Rapid Transit Project with other major construction projects which may 
contribute to traffic congestion. 

The traffic arrangements proposed would aim to optimise the programming of changes to existing traffic 

routes so that the overall impact on the Gold Coast traffic network is minimised. The constructor will be 
required to submit a detailed traffic management plan for review and approval and to regularly update 
this plan during the construction period. The constructor will be regularly monitored during the project to 

ensure compliance with the traffic management plan.  

The provision of regular information to the community in relation to future construction activities and 
associated changes to the road network will form a key component of the traffic management plan. This 

information will assist the community in planning travel routes and times around known construction site 
locations and conditions.  

A community liaison group would be formed in conjunction with the traffic management group. This 

group’s responsibility would be to work with the public and community groups and assist in identifying 
their concerns and develop actions to address these concerns. The group would use local media such as 
radio announcements, newspapers and local television news as well as other methods, such as letter 

box drops and direct contact to inform the community. 

Further information regarding traffic impacts and mitigation measures is provided in Volume 2, Chapter 8 
of the CDIMP titled ‘Transport and Traffic Impacts’. 

3.1.3 Pedestrian, Cyclist and Property Access Impacts 

Pedestrians 

The most significant impacts on pedestrian traffic are expected in the CBD areas of Southport and 
Surfers Paradise. These areas have the highest pedestrian volumes which are also located in a 
construction corridor where available width is restricted. The key pedestrian impacts on pedestrian traffic 

in these and other areas will include: 

 Minor diversions around work sites;  

 Additional road crossings to move pedestrians away from work sites; and 

 The provision and use of temporary footpaths. 

Wherever possible, existing pedestrian routes will be maintained.  Where temporary footpaths are 
required, these will be planned to minimise deviation from the normal route and will comply with GCCC 

footpath safety standards.   

The management of pedestrian traffic will utilise the following controls: 

 Design of pedestrian traffic controllers where alternative routes are required or safety issues exist; 
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 Construct safe temporary footpaths where deviation is required from the normal route; 

 Construction of temporary barrier fencing to prevent pedestrian access from construction sites where 
necessary; 

 Installation of pedestrian signage and fencing to designate footpaths and direct pedestrians; 

 Provision of temporary signals, where required, for road crossings; and 

 Utilisation of water filled barriers to protect pedestrians from general traffic where required.   

Construction zones in the CBD areas of Southport and Surfers Paradise will be well fenced to prevent 
pedestrian access to the site. The provision of fencing is particularly important outside of normal working 

hours in Surfers Paradise, where due to the high pedestrian activity, public safety around working 
construction sites may be more difficult to control. 

Cyclists  

Only minor impacts on cyclists are expected as alternative cycle routes are generally available. Many of 
these routes are preferred by cyclists, including those through Main Beach, Surfers Paradise and 
Broadbeach.  

For cyclists travelling along the Rapid Transit alignment the expected impacts include: 

 Loss of designated cycle lanes and reduced traffic lane widths; and  

 Restricted turning movements at intersections and some route diversions similar to those 
implemented for other vehicular traffic.  

A key strategy in the management of cyclist traffic will be to promote the alternative routes away from 
constructions sites and to minimise diversion from normal cyclist routes.  Management of cyclist traffic 
that travels through the construction zones will be managed to provide safe access by: 

 Providing signs to advise cyclists of designated alternative routes and to highlight construction areas; 

 Conducting community and cyclist awareness through the community liaison group; and 

 Erecting additional signage and conducting community awareness campaigns to advise motorists of 
the possible presence cyclists on the road within the construction zones. 

Property Access 

Strategies for maintaining access to adjacent properties during changes to existing traffic routes or 

implementation of alternative traffic routes for detoured traffic will be implemented. These strategies will 
utilise temporary driveways to provide access across construction sites.  The main impact on properties 
adjacent to the Rapid Transit corridor will be the short periods of access restriction (less than one day) to 

properties while relocating services or reconstructing driveways near the property. To ensure this impact 
is minimised changes will be negotiated with property owners in advance of the works being undertaken 
and alternative access arrangements developed.  This approach has been generally acceptable to the 

community on previous similar projects through Surfers Paradise.  Some night works may also be 
required to complete construction in front of properties where access during business hours is required 
for deliveries, customers, and staff.  Significant temporary works will be required to maintain property 

access along Queen and Nerang Streets due to the large number of residential accesses.  Access to the 
Gold Coast Hospital is viewed as essential and will would be maintained at all times during the 
construction program. 
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Further information regarding community traffic impacts and mitigation measures is provided in Volume 

2, Chapter 8 of the CDIMP titled ‘Transport and Traffic Impacts’. 

3.2 Environmental Impacts 

3.2.1 Control Measures 

Environmental impacts will be minimised wherever possible.  Detailed environmental Impact 
Management Plans (IMPs) are presented in Volume 3 of the CDIMP and will be included within the 

contract documentation.  The main issues addressed by the IMPs include: 

 Acid sulphate soils; 

 Contaminated soils; 

 Air pollution/dust control; 

 Construction noise and vibration; 

 Erosion/sedimentation; 

 Flora and fauna; 

 Weed control;  

 Water quality; 

 Waste management; and 

 Cultural heritage.  

An environmental management team will manage mitigation measures during construction.  This will 
include development and implementation of an Environmental Management Plan (EMP).  The EMP will 
demonstrate compliance with the IMPs and give special consideration to the effect of environmental 

impacts on the community listed previously in addition to the requirement to maintain construction sites in 
a tidy manner and to ensure surrounding roadways are not contaminate though the deposition of 
soils/mud etc from construction equipment.   

Implementation of the EMP will be monitored during construction and amended as necessary.   

All necessary environmental approvals will be identified and those approvals obtained in advance of the 
construction commencing. This approach will minimise the risk of the approval process impacting on the 

construction program and ensure that community impacts are managed correctly. 

3.2.2 Key Areas of Environmental Concern 

A number of key environmental concerns relating to the project have been identified during the 
assessment of possible environmental impacts, including: 

 Construction of Sundale Bridge; 

 Mangrove clearing along the route; and  

 Air and noise pollution. 
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Sundale Bridge is located over an environmentally sensitive tidal waterway.  Local government 

authorities and environmental legislation strictly control construction work within tidal zones.  To minimise 
risk of environmental impacts due to construction, the majority of the construction will be undertaken from 
self-jacking barges in the river (i.e. no fill will be used in the river as a construction platform).  This will be 

specified in the environmental management policy and be included in the EMP.   

Some mangrove and tree clearing and tidal zone construction is necessary at locations along the route.  
Environmental approvals will be obtained well in advance and carefully managed to ensure that 

clearing/reconstruction is minimised. 

Air and noise pollution, especially in the CBD areas and in the vicinity of Southport Hospital will be 
managed to ensure the impacts are kept to a minimum.  Construction procedures must comply with the 

requirements of the EMP.  

3.3 Adjacent Property Impacts  

The impacts on adjacent properties primarily concern the demolition of buildings and partial acquisition of 
residential and commercial properties.  The alignment has been designed to avoid, encroachment into 
private property where possible.  Resumption and demolition will be undertaken as one of the first 

activities in the construction and commissioning program.  The preliminary design indicates that 
approximately 115 partial land takes would be required to accommodate the current GCRT alignment.  

‘Accommodation works’ such as new fences, driveways, and landscaping will address impact on 

properties where partial land acquisition is required.  Where possible accommodation work will be carried 
out early in the construction program and would be completed as quickly as possible to minimise 
nuisance to property owners or occupants.  Some accommodation works may not be possible to 

complete early as they are reliant on the completion of other project works such as pavement 
reconstruction or drainage installation. These accommodation works will be carefully managed to 
minimise impacts and the owners or occupants regularly advised of project activities that may impact 

their property.   

3.4 Impacts on Public Transport 

Public transport efficiency in the suburbs surrounding the Rapid Transit Project will be reduced during the 
construction phase. Increased traffic congestion will affect public transport travel times and reliability.  
Alternative routes and station locations are proposed aim to avoid traffic congestion and construction 

safety issues.  Details of specific construction impacts are provided in Error! Reference source not 
found..  Changes to existing public transport services need to be discussed and agreed with local 
transport authorities and should be implemented as early as possible prior to construction to allow the 

public to become familiar with the new arrangements.  

A particular area of public transport concern is the loss of designated bus lanes between Sundale Bridge 
and Marriott resort and in Broadbeach. The loss of these bus lanes will require buses to travel in general 

traffic lanes. The efficiency of public transport will be reduced in these areas. 

Consideration may also be given to the provision of additional public transport services during 
construction to make public transport a more attractive travel option and potentially reduce private 

vehicle volumes and traffic congestion. 
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3.5 Service Relocation 

To allow construction of rapid transit infrastructure a number of major services will require relocation. 

These services include water, sewerage, power, communications/optic fibre and gas.  The key issues 
associated with service relocations are:   

 Identification of the requirements for relocation and/or the protection of existing services; 

 Avoiding major conflicts between existing services and relocated services; 

 Developing the delivery and scheduling methods for the relocation of existing services; 

 Providing for the installation of planned future services; 

 Managing the cost and disruption impacts of service relocations; and 

 Maintaining opportunities for future ITS services. 

The key issues associated with service relocation are discussed in further detail below. 

3.5.1 Requirements for Relocation of Existing Services  

The proposed alignment of the Rapid Transit corridor includes significant length of construction through 
highly developed areas of the Gold Coast and impacts on various existing major, minor and trunk utility 
services.  Conflicts with utility services will typically occur at the following locations: 

 Where the alignment crosses major or local roadways and intersections and over bridge structures; 

 Where road works (road widening or realignment) are required; and 

 Adjacent to and within private properties where changes to existing footpaths or property boundaries 
are proposed. 

A Public Utility Plant (PUP) investigation has been carried out to identify the existing service 
infrastructure along the Rapid Transit corridor The investigation has enabled the identification of potential 

impacts.  

The locations of overhead and underground services were extracted from Dial Before You Dig (DBYD) 
plans and digital data received from the PUP authorities.  Each PUP authority has been engaged in the 

concept design process to give preliminary advice on the concept design.  In the detailed design phase 
the relevant PUP authority will be contacted in regard to the potential impact of the proposed works on 
their network and to confirm, on site, the precise locations of the services.   

The following assessment criteria have been used to determine requirements: 

 If the underground service utility is currently located underneath the road pavement it will be 
maintained in its current location, providing it is not beneath and parallel to the proposed RT 

alignment; 

 If the underground service utility is currently in the footpath reserve and is impacted by a proposed 

road widening, it will be relocated into the future footpath reserve; 

 All service utilities beneath the proposed Rapid Transit alignment, and running parallel to the 

alignment, will be relocated clear of the alignment; 

 Underground service utility crossings of the Rapid Transit corridor are assumed to be at sufficient 

depth not to be impacted by construction activities.  The service will be lowered if it is found to have 
insufficient cover; 
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 All overhead service utility crossings of the Rapid Transit corridor are to be placed under-ground, with 

sufficient cover beneath the Rapid Transit pavement; and  

 All overhead service utilities impacted by the proposed road widening, and running parallel to the 

road, are to be relocated into a suitable overhead service utility corridor, clear of the proposed road.  
The exceptions to this are the high amenity areas that are addressed separately as part of the urban 
design precinct plans.  

In the case of underground service utilities beneath the existing road pavement, depths below the 
pavement will be confirmed and the impact of any proposed road works on the service utilities assessed 

during the detailed design phase of the project. 

3.5.2  Summary of Major Conflict with Existing Utility Services 

The impact of construction on major public utility services has been assessed and a number of significant 
impact areas identified, including:  

 Queen Street to Nerang Street (Queen Street west; including Queen/Nerang intersection): 

– Relocation of a large diameter trunk watermain; and  

– Relocation of a large diameter sewer main located under current traffic lanes. 

 Marriott Resort to Cypress Avenue (Ferny Avenue; including Cypress/Ferny intersection): 

– Relocation of a large diameter trunk watermain. 

 Thornton St to Gold Coast Convention Centre (Surfers Paradise Boulevard and Gold Coast Highway, 
including Ferny/Surfers Paradise Boulevard intersection): 

– Relocation of Telstra optical fibre. The majority of this work can be undertaken after widening of 
the roadway and before major construction of the RT corridor. Under boring of the roadway is 
likely to be required to relocate the optic fibre. In addition some night works may be required to 

cross side streets to minimise traffic impacts.  

3.5.3 Method for Relocation of Existing Services 

Where relocations are within new widening they will be completed as early as possible in the 
construction program to minimise delays to later construction activities.  The majority of existing services 

are currently located outside traffic lanes in the footpath and verge areas. These services can be 
relocated prior to commencement of major construction activities using conventional open trench 
relocation processes. Relocation of services within existing traffic lanes or of services crossing the 

corridor will be coordinated with other works during changes to traffic lanes or be completed as early 
works by boring or jacking under the existing pavement.   

For services such as power, or optic fibre under boring is a practical method and locations where this is 

appropriate have been identified along the corridor. Under boring has been specified for relocations that 
are best completed as early works. 

Large diameter sewer and water mains may need to be relocated under night works to minimise impacts 

on local residents and businesses. The relocation of some services at night will also simplify construction 
and reduce traffic impacts.  The requirement for night works has been assessed on a case-by-case 
basis, to achieve a balance between the benefits to traffic management and the increased noise and 

vibration impacts on local residents. 
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3.5.4 Planned Future Services  

In addition to the relocation of existing services, consideration should be given to the interaction between 

planned future services installations and the construction of the GCRT. Preliminary discussions have 
been held with service authorities regarding future service upgrades. Only minor future service upgrades 
are planned. These service upgrades will need to be coordinated with the Rapid Transit detailed design 

and construction. 

During the detailed design phase of the project further discussion with relevant service authorities should 
be undertaken to determine detailed design and timing of proposed future works. 

3.5.5 Disruption and Cost Impacts of Existing Services 

It is expected that there will be some disruption to existing services during construction at locations along 
the route.  Services most likely to experience disruption are water and sewer mains.  Disruption will be 
kept to a minimum and managed so that no significant effect on the service is experienced by the users.  

This will be achieved by close co-ordination between the constructor and service provider during the 
construction period.  Some night works will be required so that disruption occurs when demand on 
services is minimal.  The need to relocate services outside of normal work hours will increase the costs 

associated with these relocations. 

3.5.6 Opportunities for Future ITS Services 

The GCRT’s ITS system will be integrated into those of the DMR and GCCC.  The construction of the 
GCRT presents an opportunity to further develop the existing GCCC and DMR traffic ITS systems. 

Provision for future ITS conduits and cables could be made as part of the GCRT civil works. This would 
provide for more efficient and effective installation than if these services were installed as separate 
upgrades at a later time.  During the detailed design of the project further discussion will be held with 

GCCC and DMR to determine the degree to which the GCRT will make provision for future ITS services.  

3.6 Safety   

3.6.1 General 

Safety of the public and construction personnel during construction is an essential element of the GCRT 
construction project.  A construction workplace safety management plan will be submitted as part of the 

construction contract documentation.  The safety management plan will comply with all relevant 
Australian safety standards and practices relating to traffic management and this will include compliance 
with the DMR MUTCD and GCCC standards.  Safety auditing will be carried out during construction by 

the superintendent in accordance with the approved safety management plan and rectification of any 
safety issues ordered in instances when the requirements of the safety management plan are not being 
met.  The major areas of safety to be considered during construction are: 

 Safety of vehicular traffic; 

 Safety of pedestrian traffic;  

 Safety of cyclist traffic; and 

 Safety of construction personnel. 

Each of these major safety areas are discussed in further detail below.  
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3.6.2 Vehicle Safety 

Minor alignment changes such as the reduction in curve radius or lane widths is the main impact on the 

safety of vehicular traffic.  Unfamiliar traffic conditions due to restricted turning movements at 
intersections may also serve to increase the risk of traffic incidents.  The safety of vehicle traffic will be 
guided by the application of DMR MUTCD ‘Part 3 Works on Roads’ which details traffic management 

practices necessary to meet required safety standards during road construction.  The key traffic safety 
hazards due to construction activities include: 

 Collision with other vehicles and cyclists; 

 Collision with road side fixed objects, buildings and pedestrians; and 

 Collision with construction machinery or personnel. 

Management of vehicle safety will be in accordance with MUTCD and GCCC standards and by: 

 Introduction of reduced/controlled speed environments; 

 Provision of a minimum 3 metre lane widths corresponding to 40 kilometres per hour speed 
environment; 

 Installation of reflectorised signage;  

 Use of site lighting (for night works operations); 

 Installation of temporary line marking with reflectorised markers to delineate traffic lanes; and 

 Erection of barriers and ‘clear zones’ to suit speed environment and site conditions.  

3.6.3 Pedestrian Safety  

Pedestrian safety is an important consideration for all construction activities.  Pedestrian safety will be 
given particular attention during special events such as Indy, Schoolies week and holiday periods.  The 

key pedestrian safety hazards related to construction activities for the GCRT project include: 

 Collisions with vehicle traffic; 

 Trips or falls due to unsafe footpaths; and 

 Unauthorised access to site resulting in collision with machinery, trips and falls, falls into excavations, 

etc. 

Pedestrian safety will be managed in accordance with MUTCD along with GCCC safety standards and 

by: 

 Provision of designated pedestrian traffic controllers where alternative routes are required or safety 

issues exist; 

 Construction of safe temporary footpaths where deviation is required from the normal route, 

(minimum width 1.2m); 

 Construction of temporary barrier fencing to prevent pedestrian access from construction sites where 

necessary; 

 Erection of pedestrian signage and fencing to designate footpaths and direct pedestrians; 

 Provision of temporary signals, where required, for road crossings; 

 Erection of barriers and clear zones to protect pedestrians from general traffic where required; and 
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 Use of site lighting (for night works operations). 

3.6.4 Cyclist Safety 

The safety of cyclists will be addressed over the entire route but is of particular importance where cyclists 

are likely to use the construction alignment route instead of available alternative routes.  The key cyclist 
safety hazards due to construction activities include: 

 Collision with vehicle traffic due to reduced lane widths; 

 Falls due to unsafe road or footpath conditions; and 

 Collision with construction machinery or personnel. 

Provision of a procedure for management of cyclist safety will be to promote alternative routes away from 

construction zones.  Where cyclists use the construction alignment their safety will be managed in 
accordance with MUTCD and GCCC safety standards and by: 

 Maintenance of a clean road surface; 

 Erection of signage to make vehicle traffic aware of cyclists; 

 Control of speed environments; 

 Use of site lighting (for night works operations); and 

 Erection of barriers and clear zones to protect pedestrians from general traffic where required. 

3.6.5 Workers Safety 

The safety of construction personnel has been considered in two categories: 

 Safety of workers within designated construction sites; and 

 Safety of workers accessing designated construction sites. 

Workers accessing designated construction sites are subject to the same safety hazards as those for 
pedestrians.  Within designated construction sites however, numerous hazards pose risk to the safety of 

workers such as: 

 Collision with machinery/construction vehicle etc.; 

 Slips, trips and falls; 

 Collision with vehicle traffic; 

 Falls into excavations; 

 Fall from height; 

 Collapse of excavations; and 

 Electrocution. 

Detailed discussion of all potential hazards are beyond the scope of this report however the constructor 
will be required to identify all potential hazards and employee procedures and to manage them in 
accordance with Australia Work Place Health and Safety regulations.  Management of these hazards 

may include: 

 Reinforcement of safety procedures at daily work site meetings; 
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 Use of relevant Personal Protective Equipment (PPE); 

 Licensing of all site personnel; 

 Provision of safety barriers and clear zones to protect work zone from vehicular traffic; and 

 Provision of sufficient lighting for night works operations. 

3.7 Out of Corridor Works  

There are no works proposed for the construction of Sections 2 and 3 that are located outside of the RT 

corridor.  The requirement for works to be undertaken when outside of the RT corridor will be fully 
assessed during the detailed design phase of the project.  Possible works requiring construction activities 
outside of the RT corridor may include intersection upgrades, alternate route upgrades, and pedestrian 

and cyclist facilities. The need for these works will be identified in association with detailed traffic 
modelling during the design process.   

Other independent large-scale construction projects in the Gold Coast area may impact on or be 
impacted by the construction of the GCRT.  Several large-scale DMR road construction projects in 
Southport and Nerang are also planned for construction during the GCRT construction period. These 

projects are summarised below: 

 Construction of Southport-Nerang Road upgrade project (DMR); 

 Construction of the Government Road upgrade project (DMR);  

 Construction of the Gold Coast Highway upgrade project (DMR); and 

 University Hospital in the Parklands Precinct (Qld Health). 

The construction of these projects simultaneously with the GCRT will further increase traffic congestion 
and coordination of construction activities with the DMR will be conducted.   

It is possible that there will be some large scale building projects under construction in Southport, Surfers 

Paradise and Broadbeach during the GCRT construction period which may require road closures, access 
restrictions or special access for construction traffic.  Coordination of these projects with GCCC will be 
conducted.  

The GCCC ‘Southport Broadwater Parklands Redevelopment Project’ may also impact on the 
construction of the GCRT.  The construction phase of this project is scheduled to be completed prior to 
commencement of construction of the GCRT.  The Southport Broadwater Parklands Redevelopment 

Project will have a general construction impact in Southport, and will also affect the availability of 
construction compounds for the GCRT project.  Some co-ordination between the two projects will be 
required to coordinate construction activities.  
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4. Construction Techniques and Equipment 

The construction techniques adopted and equipment used for the GCRT will be planned to minimise the 
construction impacts while also maintaining practical durations and costs for program activities. The 

techniques and equipment proposed have been based largely on previous major road reconstruction 
experience through Surfers Paradise and other major civil projects on the Gold Coast. 

4.1 Retained Earth Structures 

4.1.1 Block Retaining Walls 

For retained heights up to 0.5m an interlocking block wall product can be used without the need for 
mortar or reinforcement.  Only minor excavation and a concrete binding layer are required to allow 
placement of the blocks. The wall is then backfilled.  

4.1.2 Reinforced Concrete Cantilever Retaining Walls 

For retained heights from 0.5 to 3 metres a standard reinforced concrete cantilever retaining wall is 
proposed.  Excavation to allow construction of a base slab will be required.  Casting of the reinforced 
concrete wall will be in two phases.  The base will be cast first, with the stem constructed later.  Backfill 

will consist of a 300mm wide layer of free draining material placed immediately behind the wall stem with 
a geofabric membrane placed between this layer and the general engineered fill to prevent movement of 
fines.  Features or patterns may be cast in the face of the wall stem.  

4.1.3 Reinforced Soil 

For retained heights above three metres, a reinforced soil system is proposed. These systems are 

constructed using a cyclic method of: 

 Installing the reinforced concrete face panel; 

 Laying the steel or geo-grid reinforcing strips and connecting them to the face panels; and 

 Placing and compacting the backfill over the strips in shallow lifts.  

Features or patterns may be cast in the face of the wall. 

4.2 Bridge Construction 

4.2.1 General 

The bridges comprise similar construction elements, including a prestressed concrete deck units or 
girders with in-situ concrete decks, supported on reinforced concrete piers and abutments. The 
construction methodology required to complete each bridge is quite different, and is discussed further 

below. This expected foundation conditions suggest that use of bored or driven piles would be needed 
rather than a pad footing type.  

The construction of the bridges will typically proceed in the following sequence: 

 Construction of the bored pile foundations; 
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 Construction of pile caps (if necessary); 

 Construction of piers and abutments; 

 Installation of bearing seats and bearings; 

 Erection of pre-stressed concrete units or girders; 

 Construction of in-situ concrete deck; 

 Construction of parapets; and 

 Installation of expansion joints, sealants and all necessary bridge appurtenances. 

Further details regarding these elements as they relate to each bridge is provided below. 

4.2.2 Foundations 

Geotechnical investigations performed to date indicate that foundation conditions are most likely to 
require the use of piled foundation systems rather than high level pad footing systems.  Pad footing 

systems for bridges are only used where high level competent rock is present.   

Two options are commonly investigated for piled bridge foundations in the South East Queensland 
region:  

 Driven piles, consisting of octagonal pre-stressed concrete piles driven into place using pile hammers. 
This piling system is often cost effective where rock is found between 12 metres and 18 metres below 
surface. The piles are driven to refusal; and 

 Reinforced concrete bored piles, where temporary permanent steel liners are driven to refusal then a 
column of earth is bored out to the required depth below the liner (generally into rock) and replaced 

with a cast in-situ reinforced concrete column. This system is cost effective for rock levels close to the 
surface, and for very deep founding levels. It is also effective for high load situations.  

The option preferred for the GCRT bridges is to utilise bored piles.  

The method for the construction of bored piles for Loders Creek and MacIntosh Island bridges differs 

from that proposed for Sundale Bridge.  Pile locations for Loders Creek and MacIntosh Island bridges are 
easily accessible and require only minor earthworks to create a suitable working platform for piling 
machinery. No significant construction impacts are expected during piling of these bridges, with the 

exception of noise associated with the driving of steel liners.  Sundale Bridge however, crosses Nerang 
River and cannot be accessed by piling machinery as proposed for Loders Creek and McIntosh Island 
Bridges.  Piling for Sundale Bridge will be undertaken from self jacking barges which will set up at pile 

locations across the river.  This method which is necessary to satisfy environmental constraints related to 
earthworks within tidal zones, is more costly and time consuming than the more conventional method to 
be used for the other bridges.   

Boat traffic in Nerang River will be considered during piling. A safety warning and construction advisory 
procedure will be established to keep the boating public informed about the works during construction.  

Alternative methods considered for piling Sundale Bridge were:  

 Piling from temporary bridge structure; and 

 Piling from rock-fill platform in the river.  
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Piling from a temporary bridge structure was not adopted as this approach would be more expensive 

than piling from a barge and would result in longer bridge construction duration. Construction permits for 
piling from a rock-fill working platform in the river are unlikely to be approved by local government and 
environmental agencies, especially where alternative methods exist. 

4.2.3 Piers 

Three different pier types are proposed for use on the GCRT, these being: 

 Reinforced concrete pile columns, with headstock: This is the simplest type of pier. It is used for 
standard span lengths and over areas where there is little or no risk of collision from vehicles beneath 
the bridge.  The reinforced concrete bored piles are continued above ground level as circular columns 

to the headstock supporting the bridge deck; 

 Reinforced concrete pile columns, with whaler beam and headstock: This is used over navigable 

waterways to mitigate against collision risk by vessels.  It is similar to the above style, however a 
reinforced concrete whaler beam is cast connecting the columns at water level; and 

 Reinforced and pre-stressed concrete hammerhead piers:  This system is proposed for Loders Creek 
Bridge, due to the large spans and the desire to use a precast bridge deck.  The piers have large 
cantilevers each side in the direction of the bridge span.  The hammerhead upper section may be pre-

stressed depending on the magnitude of the structural actions. 

The piers for Loders Creek and MacIntosh Island bridges can be easily accessed from land.  Formwork 

can be erected and scaffolding can be supported by level work platforms around each pier.  Access to 
piers on Sundale Bridge, however, will be limited to barges and will require more complex scaffolding 
arrangements supported by the pier foundations already constructed.  Also, the barge will need to 

accommodate a small crane required for lifting scaffold and formwork into position. 

Alternative methods that have been considered for pier construction on Sundale Bridge include:  

 Pier construction from temporary bridge structure; and  

 Pier construction from rock-fill working platform in the river.  

Pier construction from a temporary bridge structure would be more expensive than construction from a 
barge and would require longer bridge construction duration.  Construction permits for pier construction 
from a rock-fill working platform in the river are unlikely to be approved by local government and 

environmental agencies, especially where alternative methods exist. 

4.2.4 Abutments 

The proposed standard abutment consists of reinforced concrete bored piles with a cast in-situ reinforced 
concrete headstock.  A rear curtain wall and return wing walls are incorporated in this headstock.  A 

standard relieving slab is provided at the rear of the abutment to prevent traffic loading impacting the 
curtain wall and to create a smooth running surface between the bridge deck and the approach 
pavement.  Abutments on all bridges are easily accessible and the construction method will be similar 

throughout the project.  
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4.2.5 Deck 

All proposed deck systems comprise prestressed concrete deck units or T-roff girders with a reinforced 

concrete cast in-situ deck.  The prestressed components would be fabricated in a dedicated precasting 
yard and transported to site.  The deck units to be used on the MacIntosh Island bridges are relatively 
light weight and can be erected using a small capacity mobile crane (25t-50t capacity) located behind the 

abutments. The large span T-roff girders to be used on the Sundale and Loders Creek Bridge are much 
heavier and will require a large capacity mobile crane for single lift erection (250 tonnes – 350 tonnes).  
The large crane will have to set up adjacent to each spans to complete the erection of the span.  

At Loders Creek Bridge, access to spans is easily gained and only minor earthworks will be required to 
construct several crane platforms. These platforms will be used for the large crane to lift the girders into 
position. 

Construction of the Sundale Bridge requires that access to spans will be provided from the existing 
bridge structure.  Closure of two traffic lanes will be required during beam erection. Two traffic lanes (one 
each direction) will be maintained during the process.  To minimise the traffic impacts due to lane 

closures to erect beams it is proposed that this work be undertaken at night.  The construction and 
commission programs for both LRT and BRT options show the erection of the Sundale bridge girders 
over two separate three week periods.  It is expected, however, that only approximately five nights of 

work will actually be required within each of these three week periods.  Night works will be staged so as 
to reduce the effect on nearby residents of continuos periods of disruption.  Other construction methods 
that have been examined for erection of the Sundale Bridge deck include:  

 Erection of hardstand (rock-fill work platform) in the river. This was not adopted due to likely local 
government and environmental restrictions; 

 Erection from temporary piled structure in the river. This was not adopted as it would be much more 
costly and time consuming that the preferred method; and 

 Erection from self jacking barge. This is a challenging exercise that was found impractical due to the 
size and cost of the barge that would be required.  

Following the placement and temporary supporting of the decks or T-roff girders, the cast in-situ deck 
and crash barriers can be constructed on the bridge working from one end to the other. 

For the BRT option an asphalt pavement will be placed on the cast-in-situ deck.  For the LRT option a 

reinforced concrete track slab is cast on top of the deck of all bridges. 

A service chamber is provided in the bridge parapet for the LRT option.  This chamber is required to 
house and protect the ITS infrastructure necessary to operate the LRT.  The BRT option does not require 

provision of a service chamber. 

4.2.6 Special Bridge Construction 

A section between Loders Creek Bridge A and Loders Creek Bridge B is to be constructed over an 
existing landfill site.  Pavement settlement has been identified as a design risk in this area because of the 

unknown geotechnical properties of the landfill.  To minimise this risk, a special pavement support 
structure has been proposed which consists of three layers of granular fill material support by pile caps 
on top of driven piles. 

The general construction method for this area will proceed as follows: 
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 Remove existing fill and place crushed rock working platform using excavators and rollers; 

 Drive piles through landfill using piling driving rig; and 

 Place three layers of granular fill up to pavement sub grade level using graders, rollers and 
excavators. 

During the detailed design phase this pavement support system may need to be revised following 
detailed geotechnical investigation. For example, if the landfill is found to contain large concrete blocks, 
car bodies etc. Driving piles will become impractical and other methodologies, such as dynamic 

compaction, will need to be considered for this area. 

4.3 Pavement Construction 

For construction of the Rapid Transit corridor and re-construction to the local surface roads, the following 
activities will take place: 

 Removal of existing kerbs; 

 Relocation of existing services and installation of new PUP and services as required; 

 Construction of new kerbs and drainage; 

 Construction of and reinstatement of pavements; and 

 Construction and reinstatement of footpath.  

Error! Reference source not found. describes the traffic management and detour arrangements that 
will be required to maintain traffic movement around each construction site.   

The BRT option pavement construction will consist of several layers of granular fill and asphalt (full depth 

pavement construction). The construction or reinstatement of road pavements adjacent to the BRT 
corridor will comprise either full depth pavement construction or a 50 millimetre asphalt overlay.  

For the LRT option the track slab will need to be constructed in the corridor in addition to the full depth 

construction or overlay on the local surface roads.  In some areas traffic will require immediate access 
onto newly placed track slabs.  Track slabs in these areas will need to be precast and delivered to site for 
installation.  In other areas not affected by traffic track slabs can be cast in-situ.  

Typical equipment used to carry out road works and track work includes pavement profilers, excavators, 
under-boring rigs (for some service relocations), vibrating rollers and asphalt laying machines. 

4.4 Track work (LRT option) 

In addition to the pavement reconstruction requirements which are common for both mode options, the 
LRT corridor requires the construction of an overhead traction wiring system and a track slab and rail 

arrangement.  

4.4.1 Overhead Wiring System 

Installation of the overhead wiring system will proceed as follows:  

 Overhead traction wiring system masts (poles) and portals, including footings; 

 Overhead traction wiring equipment, including wiring, cabling, stray current protection, termination 
equipment, in line equipment; and 
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 Power supply/substations. 

Civil works 

Foundations for poles are reinforced concrete bored piles, where a column of earth is bored out to the 
required depth and replaced with a cast in-situ reinforced concrete column, complete with cast-in holding 

down bolts to the required pattern.  This will be conducted using conventional boring rigs, formwork and 
concrete pouring equipment.  The works will take place in conjunction with other road and track civil 
works and requires coordination, due to the civil, structural and electrical interfaces. 

The stray current collection system is integrated into the track slab construction along with establishment 
of the track side cable pits and conduits. 

Poles 

Poles are lifted into place typically with a crane and/or specialised lifting equipment. 

Building attachment 

Where required, building attachment anchor brackets will be installed.  This may require access 
permission of the building owner, and will usually involve drilling the masonry from an elevated work 

platform, installing and testing masonry anchor bolts, and installing the bracket over multiple visits. 

Wiring 

Support structures are ‘dressed’ with steelwork and fittings prior to running the wire.  Pole attachments 
may be fitted prior to installation of the poles to minimise ‘at height’ working.  Installation of support 
equipment and wire is completed using elevated platform type plant.  These are typically scissor lift or 

truck mounted boom lifts. 

Cross span wires are installed to prescribed erection tensions using winching and tension measuring 
equipment.  This is particularly complex where cross-span wire grids are used (eg. at tight 

curves/intersections) where each member may have its own prescribed tension. 

Once the system is set up, wire may be ‘run’ from a truck mounted drum cradle through temporary 
supports (eg pulleys) to enable easy installation from anchor to anchor, prior to tensioning.  Auto 

tensioning is achieved by installing the balance weight assembly at the anchor.  Any fixed termination 
tension lengths require in-line winching and tension measuring equipment similar to the cross span 
wires.  The wire is then ‘clipped in’ and temporary supports are removed.  Further in-line equipment, 

such as overlap or section insulation, is installed by ‘cutting in’. 

Registration (its lateral position) of the wire is then verified using a rail mounted test rig – typically a road-
rail truck equipped with a mock pantograph.  The stagger of the wire at supports is examined, together 

with the overall ‘running’, and adjusted where necessary. 

In addition to the overhead wires, parallel positive and negative feed cables are run in the trackside 
conduits, and up the poles at the feeder tap locations. 

Plant and tools 

In addition to lifting, delivery and access vehicles, a suite of specialised tools and gear is required 

including small hand tools, drills, cutting tools, crimpers, winching equipment, wedges, shackles, 
surveying equipment. 
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Power supply 

The substation buildings are typically of modular steel construction for ease of (off site) construction and 
installation.  The supplying contractor typically conducts commissioning of the substation, and the 

interface defined such that cabling up to the track side isolators and negative return rail connection is 
provided by the contractor. 

High level connections are then completed at the substations, and at regular feeder taps to the parallel 

feed.  ‘Section proving’ is conducted by the OHW installation contractor prior to final commissioning. 

4.4.2 Track Slab and Rail 

The typical cast-insitu track slab accommodates ITS and track drainage conduits and has a recess to 
allow pavers to be placed between the rails.  The proposed track slab and rail for most of the project is of 
the ‘encapsulated rail’ arrangement. The defining feature of encapsulated (or embedded) rail, is that the 

rails are encased within the track slab in such a way so the top of the rails are flush with the surrounding 
surface level. Various designs can been utilised to produce the effect of encapsulated rail.   

A typical construction methodology can proceed as follows: 

 Box out excavation for track slab/pavement and prepare sub-grade; 

 Pour concrete blinding layer;  

 First pour of track slab to underside of rail. 

 Install rail and boot; 

 Second pour of track slab to finished levels; 

 Install paving between rails; and 

 Construct pavement between track slabs.  

The typical rail section and slab will be used for crossovers and turnouts and the construction 

methodology will be similar, with the inclusion points machines for switching the tracks.  The points 
machines will be installed as part of the track slab construction. 

Other construction methods are available for the track slab and rail, including the use of pre-cast track 

slabs sections that are expected to reduce the installation times in critical areas, such as major 
intersections.  

4.5 Depot Construction 

Loders Creek depot is to be constructed on an old landfill site, which has limited geotechnical data 

available.  Some major ground improvement is necessary prior to the construction of buildings, pavement 
and access roads to minimise the risk of ground settlement. Three main ground improvement methods 
have been considered: 

 Removal of all existing landfill material and replace with clean engineered fill; 

 Drive piles to support buildings, pavements, etc.; and 
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 Adoption of a combination method to remove and replace all existing fill with engineered fill by 

dynamic compaction. 

The complete remove and replace option involves the requirement to import and dispose of large 

amounts of fill. This exercise would be expensive and the haulage of the fill would increase the amount of 
construction traffic on nearby roads.  

The driven pile solution would also be expensive and has other associated risks.  It is possible that, 

should the landfill contain large objects such as car bodies, or concrete blocks, the piles might not be 
able to be driven to required depth.   

The combination method is preferred as it is likely to be a lower cost solution and has less construction 

impact than the other two options.  This method has been assumed for the purpose of this study.  The 
general procedure is:  

 Remove top 1.5m of fill from site (assumed to be contaminated) and dispose off-site using bulldozers, 

excavators and trucks; 

 Dynamically compact the remaining fill by means of repeatedly dropping a large mass from height in a 

grid pattern over the entire site to compact potential voids within landfill; and 

 Replace the top 1.5m with engineered fill in several layers using vibrating rollers, graders and 

excavators. 

Further geotechnical investigation is required during the detailed design phase of the project to 

determine the optimum construction technique for ground improvement for the depot site. 

4.6 Service Relocations 

A brief commentary on the requirements for existing service relocation is provided in Section 4.6.1 to 
4.6.3.  The three main service relocation methods are:  

 Conventional open trench relocation; 

 Open trench relocation coordinated with major traffic switches/night works; and 

 Under boring of services.   

Service relocations are provided below.  

4.6.1 Conventional Open Trench Methodology 

Conventional open trench will be the most commonly used method as it is generally the lowest cost and 
quickest method for completing the relocation.  The general construction procedure is: 

 Dig entire length new service trench using excavators, shovels, etc.; 

 Lay new service infrastructure in trench and engage relevant service provider to perform ‘cut over’; 

 Backfill and re-instate new service using excavators, rollers, paving machines etc.; and 

 Remove old service as required and re-instate. 
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4.6.2 Open Trenching Coordinated with Traffic Switches/Night Works. 

Open trench relocation coordinated with major traffic switches/night works is a very similar method to 

conventional open trench but requires staging to meet site specific requirements.  The general procedure 
is: 

 Dig first stage new service trench using excavators, shovels, etc.; 

 Lay new service infrastructure in first stage trench and backfill/re-instate; 

 Dig second stage new service trench using excavators, shovels, etc.; 

 Lay new service infrastructure in second stage trench and engage relevant service authority to 

perform ‘cut over’; 

 Backfill and re-instate trenches using excavators, rollers, paving machines etc.; and 

 Remove old service as required and re-instate. 

4.6.3 Under-boring 

Under-boring is only suitable for some services and will only be used where other methods are 

impractical because of traffic and other impacts.  The general procedure is: 

 Dig entry and reception pits using excavators; 

 Set up under boring machine in entry pit and proceed to under bore across to reception pit; 

 Engage relevant service authority to perform ‘cut over’ of new service; and 

 Backfill entry and reception pits. 

4.7 Station Construction 

There are three stations types proposed in Section 2 and 3 of the Rapid Transit Project including; local 

stations, district stations and regional stations. All three stations types comprise similar elements but vary 
in size from the Local Stations (smallest) to Regional Stations (largest). 

The general station construction procedure is: 

 Civil works including platform, stairs, ramps, footpaths, landscaping etc.; 

 Infrastructure including seating, pedestrians barriers, shelters, public toilets, etc.; 

 Lighting; and 

 Equipment such as vehicle ITS, Real Time Passenger (RTPIS), CCTV, ticket machines, ATMs, 
telephones (depending on the station type). 

The installation of most station infrastructure, including lighting and other equipment requires the civil 
works to be completed. 

4.7.1 Civil Works 

Excavation for station platforms, ramps, footpaths etc will utilise small earth moving equipment such as 
bobcats, and mini-excavators.  The majority of the construction components will be cast in-situ reinforced 
concrete using conventional formwork, reinforcement installation and concrete pouring.  All underground 

service installations will be completed prior to construction of reinforced concrete elements.    
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Landscaping will most likely be undertaken by a specialist landscaping contractor.  Large trees may 

require transportation and placement using small cranes and small excavators may be required to 
prepare planting holes. 

4.7.2 Infrastructure and Lighting 

Station infrastructure components will be delivered to site mostly complete and ready for installation.  
Components such as seating, handrails, barriers etc would be positioned and fixed to civil works already 

constructed.  Other infrastructure such as toilets and shelters may require some minor on-site building 
works.   

Station lighting will generally be installed as part of the overall alignment lighting construction.  Light pole 

footings will be bored first using a boring rig attached to a small excavator.  Steel reinforcement will then 
be lower into the bored footings and lighting conduits installed.  Once the reinforced concrete footings 
have been poured, single or double outreach steel light poles can then be erected using small cranes 

and the power connected. 

4.7.3 Station Equipment 

Station equipment such as CCTV, RTPIS, ticket machines, vehicle ITS, and ATMs (if required) will be 
manufactured off site and delivered ready for installation be specialist suppliers.  Small lifting equipment 

may be required on-site to position station equipment for installation.  Commissioning of station 
equipment will be undertaken as part of the commissioning program for the total Rapid Transit system. 
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5. Summary  

5.1 Construction and Commissioning Program 

 The construction and commissioning phase has been developed to achieve completion within 30 

months for the LRT option and 27 months for the BRT option to, as far as possible, meet the 
timeframes set out by Translink;  

 Keys risks to the project that may impact on the construction and commissioning program are: traffic 
congestion, construction resource availability, construction material availability, property acquisitions, 
delivery of Rapid Transit vehicles and management of the design and construction program; 

 Mitigation measures that need to be put in place to reduce the potential impact of the key risks on the 
construction program include: 

– Traffic congestion: Implement early community education and awareness programs to change 
traffic habits and reduce negative feedback; 

– Construction resource and material availability: Adopt an appropriate contract packaging strategy 
that can limit the impact of resource constraints in the current market. . Develop a procurement 
strategy which includes allowance for long lead items and principal supplied long lead items; 

– Property Acquisitions: Pursue a strategy to secure property required prior to start of construction; 

– Delivery of Rapid Transit vehicles: Ensure, during tender assessment, that proposed vehicles 
meet specification and designs are complete at Contract Award to enable manufacture to begin 

immediately; 

–  Concurrent design and construction program: Pursue strategy to progress detailed design 
sufficiently ahead of intended construction. 

 Other opportunities to improve the probability of achieving overall program durations include early 
works, community education and awareness programs and thorough planning of the commissioning 
phase;  

 Further opportunities, such as innovative construction techniques, materials, equipment and 
construction staging may become evident and should further explored during the detailed design and 

construction phases of the project. 

5.2 Construction Impacts, Constructability Issues and Traffic Management 

 The construction of the GCRT system will be a complex and challenging task with significant impacts 
on the Gold Coast community including traffic impacts, environmental impacts, adjacent property 
impacts, public transport impacts and service/PUP impacts; 

 The most significant construction impacts will be on the Gold Coast traffic network.  Coordination 
between a project traffic management group and GCCC/DMR is required to achieve the most suitable 

traffic arrangements during construction with consideration to other major road works in the area. 
Detailed network modeling is reqired to help plan the staging of works and coordination with other 
major projects to minimize traffic impacts.  Mitigation of traffic impacts will also rely on keeping the 

community well informed about construction activities through a community liaison group working in 
conjunction with the traffic management group; 
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 There will be some significant impacts on pedestrian and cyclist traffic and access to properties along 

the route.  These impacts will be managed by the constructor to suitable GCCC/DMR standards in 
with coordination with property owners along the route; 

 Environmental impacts during construction will be managed by the constructor in accordance with 
Impact Management Plans (IMPs) presented in the CDIMP documentation.  These IMPs cover areas 
of environmental concern including acid sulphate soils, contaminated soils, construction noise and 

vibration, erosion and sedimentation control, flora and fauna and weed control, water quality, waste 
management and cultural heritage; 

 Adjacent property impacts such as demolition and partial land takes should be minimised as far as 
practical in the detailed design phase of the project.  During construction the impact management will 
be undertaken by the constructor and will be aimed at early completion of ‘accommodation’ or 

demolition works; 

 Public transport travel times will be affected by traffic congestion and loss of designated bus lanes. 

Alternative routes are recommended to avoid construction zones and need to be discussed/agreed 
with public transport authorities; 

 Service/PUP relocation works will result in short period service disruptions.  These disruptions will be 
minimised through coordination with service providers and night works where required; 

 Safety of road users, pedestrians, cyclists and construction personnel will be managed by the 
constructor during construction in accordance with an agreed safety management plan that complies 
with relevant Australian workplace health and safety standards and GCCC/DMR safety requirements 

for works on roads; and 

 Construction activities in the Southport and Surfers Paradise CBD will have the greatest impact on 

the Gold Coast community and present the most challenging project construction task. These areas 
will require particular attention with regard to mitigation measures proposed for the construction 
impacts. 

5.3 Construction Techniques and Equipment 

 Construction techniques and equipment have been proposed that are aimed at minimising 

construction impacts and maintaining practical costs and time.  Innovative construction techniques 
and equipment will be further considered during the tender and construction periods.  

 



 

 

Appendix A 

Construction Impacts/Constructability 
Issues 

 41/16445/372857     Gold Coast Rapid Transit Project  
Volume 7 Technical Report: Constructability Report for Sections 2 and 3  
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2.1

Griffith University to Baratta St
(Loaders retention basin and Baratta
St)

Plan No SK2130, SK2131

• Mostly undeveloped land. Very little
impact on local traffic.

• Significant clearing required
near Griffith University.

• Must cross Loaders Creek
retention basin with elevated
structure. Erosion and sediment
control will require specific
attention.

• Piling/Earthworks though
council depot is likely to
encounter contaminated soils.
Proper disposal of excavated
contaminated material may be
required.

• Minor impacts to car
parking and access to the
council depot.

• No significant issues. • Water – No relocations.

• Gas – No relocations.

• Sewer – No relocations.

• Power – Minor relocation
of both overhead and
underground power required.

• Telstra – No relocations.

• No significant issues
identified.

• Construction should be
straightforward.

• Elevated structure would
contribute to higher costs.

• Early work opportunity at
Loaders Creek Bridge simplifies
construction by potentially
reducing the pressure on the
construction programme.

• Large mobile crane will be
required to lift girders.
Significant groundwork will be
required to accommodate crane
(crane pads, temporary piling
etc).

• Significant false
work/formwork required for
construction of bridge piers.

2.2

Baratta St to Queen St (Wardoo St;
including Wardoo/Queen intersection)

Plan No SK2131, SK2132

• Only minor traffic impacts for BRT at
Wardoo St/Queen St intersection.   LRT will
have major traffic impact as intersection
requires reconstruction for this option.

• Stage 1: Wardoo St widening – maintain
current traffic configuration.

• Stage 2: North and south bound traffic
switched east to new widening to allow
construction of western half of
intersection/RT. Firestone St limited to right
out only.

• Stage 3: North and south bound traffic
switched to western side to allow construction
of eastern half of intersection/RT. No left turn
from Wardoo into Queen.

• Maintain two lanes each direction on
Wardoo throughout construction.

• A moderate amount of tree
clearing is required on roadside
verges.

• No significant impacts
anticipated.

• Wardoo/Queen St
intersection works will
impact on access to
Primary School.

• Public transport to
the school may be
affected by traffic
congestion. No
alternative route
available to drop off
school children.

• Water - Minor relocation
required in new widening
(stage 1)

• Gas - Moderate relocation
required in new widening.

• Sewer – No relocations.

• Power – Minor relocation
of underground power
required.

• Telstra – Significant
telecommunications and optic
fibre relocations required,
mostly in new widening, also
under-boring is required to
cross Queen St.

• Work around the
Wardoo/Queen St
intersection would require
moderate traffic safety
consideration.

• Fairly typical construction
methodology required for urban
environment.

2.3

Queens St to Nerang St (Queen St
West; including Queen/Nerang
intersection)

Plan No SK2132, SK2133

• Moderate to high traffic impacts expected
on western half of Queen St and Nerang
St/Queen St intersection.\

• Loss of significant amount of on street
parking.

• Construction of Queen St western side:
one lane traffic only (west bound) while RT
corridor is constructed (stage 1) One lane each
direction can then utilise RT corridor during
construction of southern side (stage 2).  Temp
access across construction site can be
maintained to residents.

• Construction of Queen St eastern side:
One lane each direction can be maintained.
Stage 1: Maintain current traffic configuration
during widening (all on street parking needs to
be removed). Normal access to all side streets
and properties. Stage 2: Traffic switched to
new widening to allow construction of RT

• Construction noise may
become an issue for nearby
school and residents.

• Large amount of property
resumption on adjacent
properties.

• Resumption into
cemetery land would require
relocations of graves with
resultant social implications
and significants costs
associated with new burial
plots likely.

• Accessibility to properties
during stages 1 and 3 of
construction would be
affected.

• Southport Primary
School access will be
affected. Public
transport travel times
will increase.
Alternative access is
required for vehicles
travelling east on
Queens St during stage 1
construction.

• Loss of
approximately 8400m2
of sports field area at
Owen Park for
construction compound
area.

• Power - High number of
Over Head Power/
Lighting/Communication
crossings require underground
relocation – some under
boring required.

• Water - Major impact:
relocations of large diameter
mains required under traffic
restraints.

• Gas – Moderate impact:
80m under-bore required to
cross Queens St/Nerang St
intersection.

• Sewer – Major impact:
Large diameter sewer main
(960mm) of significant length
(170m) needs to be relocated
in coordination with traffic

• Moderate traffic safety
risks at Nerang St/Queen St
intersection. Extensive
traffic control would be
required.

• High voltage power
relocations.

• Several constraints relating
to traffic, adjacent property
impacts and services.
Somewhat complex
construction.

• Construction of Southport –
Nerang Road upgrade from
Queen St to Hinde St will be
underway during the
construction period from 2009 –
2011. Traffic network impacts
will be compounded by
simultaneous construction of
these two sections of work.
Careful planning and co-
ordination is required with the
Department of Main Roads so as
to minimise the effect on the
traffic network.
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corridor.  During this stage side streets will
operate as left in left out only (including the
access to Owen Park – Mick Veivers Way) Stage
3: Traffic to utilise RT corridor during
construction of traffic lanes. Temporary
access across work site to access side streets
and properties can be maintained for the
majority of construction. When constructing
across side streets traffic control will be
utilised and work will be staged to maintain
access (ie construct across half at a time with
other half available for traffic).

• Construction of Nerang St/Queen St
intersection: Stage 1: Widening with normal
traffic arrangements. Stage 2: Traffic
switched to new widening. RT corridor
constructed around intersection. East bound
traffic on Queen St right turn only. One lane
each direction can be maintained on Nerang St
around work zone. Stage 3: Traffic both
directions on Nerang St to utilise RT corridor
during construction of eastern side of
intersection. Queen St (east of intersection)
needs traffic switches during construction on
each side of the road. One through lane each
direction can be maintained but designated
right turn lane lost.

switches. Main is currently
under traffic lanes.

• Telstra – Significant
telecommunications and optic
fibre relocations required,
mostly in new widening, also
under-boring is required to
cross Queen St.

2.4

Nerang St to Scarborough St (Nerang
St)

Plan No SK2133, Sk2134

• Moderate to high traffic disruption
expected.

• Stage 1: Removal of all parking and
widening with current traffic configuration.

• Stage 2: Traffic switched to new widening
during construction of RT corridor across and
along High St western side. High St reduced to
one lane each direction with both lanes
aligned on the eastern side to avoid work
zone. No right turn allowed from Nerang St
east bound to High St. Through lanes on High
St to accommodate the right turn to Nerang
St.

•  Stage 3: One lane each direction on High
St aligned on western side during construction
of RT corridor on eastern side of intersection
and traffic lanes on High St eastern side.
Through lanes on High St to accommodate
right turn movement. No right turn from
Nerang St west bound to High St.

• Stage 4: One lane each direction on
Nerang St switched to RT corridor to allow
construction of outside traffic lanes. Temp
local access to side streets and properties
required.

• RT slabs at High St intersection should be
precast to minimise duration of construction.

• Approx 600m of median parking and
significant kerb side parking will be lost during
construction.

•  Construction Noise and
Vibration will be a major
consideration especially around
the Gold Coast Hospital where
patient comfort may be
affected. Working hours may
need special restriction.

• Air pollution may have
significant impact especially
around the Hospital area where
patient comfort may be
affected. Strict controls
required.

• Accessibility and parking
at the hospital will be
reduced, especially during
construction of the station.

• Reduced parking and
access will affect local
commercial and retail trade
particularly Australia Fair
Shopping Centre.

• Hospital emergency
access from Nerang St
will be affected.

• Traffic congestion
will affect public
transport travel times.
No practical alternative
route available.

• Council car park at
Lawson St/High St
intersection would need
to be reduced to allow
construction of
compound/storage area.

• Loss of
approximately 8400m2
of sports field area at
Owen Park for
construction compound
area.

• Power - Significant
relocation of underground
service around the hospital
frontage required.
Significant relocation of
overhead power required.

• Water - Moderate impact.
Significant relocation of
several different mains
required mostly in new
widening (stage 1).

• Gas – No relocations.

• Sewer – Significant
relocation required in
coordination with traffic
switches. Potential night
work required crossing
hospital entrance.

• Telstra – Significant
telecommunications and optic
fibre relocations required,
mostly in new widening, also
under-boring is required for
optic fibre crossing both sides
of High St.

• High frequency of
intersections and high
traffic volumes suggest
that traffic safety would be
a major consideration.
Extensive traffic control
would be required.

• Pedestrian safety due
to limited footpath/traffic
lane widths during
construction.

• Complicated traffic control
issues during construction.
Numerous intersection and high
traffic volume will make traffic
control difficult.

• Construction of Southport –
Nerang Road upgrade from
Queen St to Hinde St will be
underway during the
construction period from 2009 –
2011. Traffic network impacts
will be compounded by the
simultaneous construction of
these two sections of work.
Careful planning and co-
ordination is required with the
Department of Main Roads so as
to minimise the effect on the
traffic network.
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2.5

Scarborough St to Queen St
(Scarborough St; including
Nerang/Scarborough and
Scarborough/Queen intersections)

Plan No SK2135

• Moderate to High traffic disruption
expected.

• Stage 1: Removal of central and median
parking during widening at Queen St
intersection.

• Stage 2: Traffic lane moved adjacent to
kerb during construction of RT corridor.
Scarborough St north bound (between Lawson
St and Nerang St) to be closed for a short
period during construction of RT at Nerang St
intersection. Left in/left out arrangement for
side street. RT corridor to be constructed
halfway across Scarborough St/Queen St
intersection. No right turn from Scarbourough
to Queen during construction of north side of
intersection. East bound traffic on Queen St
switched to new widening during construction
of southern half – no movement or lane
constraints.

• Stage 3: Traffic to utilise RT corridor
during construction of traffic lanes. Temp
local access across work zone to properties
and to Park Lane only. Access to other side
streets from Scarborough to be closed.

• Air pollution during
excavation would have a
moderate impact in this section.
Significant pedestrian traffic
and retail outlets may be
affected.

• Major reconstruction of
pedestrian overpass into
Australia Fair is required to
maintain clearance for LRT
Over Head wiring.

• Significant property
resumption and demolition at
Southern end of Scarborough
St.

• Public transport
timetable will be
affected by traffic
congestion. During
stages 1 and 3 limited
space will be available
for passenger pick
up/set down on
Scarborough St. Buses
will be diverted up the
Nerang St Mall before
construction starts to
avoid congestion. The
Australia Fair bus
interchange will be
moved to its final
location in the Nerang St
Mall. For busses
travelling south to
Surfers Paradise they
must exit the mall
travelling North on the
GC Highway and turn
around to head south –
potential through the
Broadwater car park
area. This will add
significant duration to
travel times.

• Part of the council
parkland on south side
of Ada Bell Way will be
taken for construction of
compound/storage area.
Reinstatement of park to
provide improved
amenity.

• Power - Significant
underground relocation of
overhead
power/communication/
lighting crossing the corridor
required. Also significant
relocation of underground
power required needing some
under boring.

• Water - Moderate impact.
Significant relocation
required - some under traffic
restrictions

• Gas - No relocations.

• Sewer – Challenging
construction as main is
currently located under
traffic lanes. Relocation
needs to be coordinated with
traffic switches.

• Telstra – Straightforward
construction. Significant
relocation of
telecommunication and optic
fibre in new widening
following
widening/demolition.

• High voltage power
relocations.

• Pedestrian safety due
to limited footpath/traffic
lane widths during
construction.

• Difficult construction due
to traffic constraints, service
relocations and reconstruction
of pedestrian over pass.

• Avoid construction in this
area during construction of the
Broadwater Parklands
Redevelopment, due for
completion in 2009 to minimise
nuisance/conflict.

• Construction of Southport –
Nerang Road upgrade from
Queen St to Hinde St will be
underway from 2009 to 2011.
Traffic network impacts will be
compounded by the
simultaneous construction of
these two sections of work.
Careful planning and co-
ordination is required with the
Department of Main Roads so as
to minimise the effect on the
traffic network.

2.6

Along Queen St (Queen St East; up to
and including Queen/Ada Bell
intersection)

Plan No SK2135, SK2136

• Minor traffic impacts expected.

• Stage 1: Current traffic configuration to
remain during construction of widening.
Traffic island to be constructed as temporary
pavement in this stage.

• Stage 2: Traffic east and west bound
switched to new construction and temporary
pavement to allow for construction of second
half of RT and Queen St southern side. Queen
St/Ada Bell Way intersection to be
constructed in two stages to maintain normal
access to Queen St east of intersection (ie
Brighton Parade). Stage 1 – construction the
western half of the intersection. During this
stage access to Brighton Parade will be
maintained for one lane of traffic, no left turn
from Brighton Parade onto Queen St (as per
final arrangement). During stage 2 of the
intersection construction the eastern half will
be built. With the loss of designated turning
lanes normal traffic arrangements can be

• Construction noise and
vibration.

• Air pollution.

• Major property
resumption including
residential.

• Resumption of
Tennis club land and
restricted access during
construction.

• Part of the council
parkland on south side
of Ada Bell Way will be
taken for construction of
a compound/storage
area. Reinstatement of
park to provide
improved amenity.

• Public transport to
be diverted to Short
St/Marine Parade to
avoid construction zone.

• Water - Minor impact.
Moderate relocation in new
widening required.

• Gas – No relocations.

• Sewer – No relocations.

• Power – Minor relocation
of mostly overhead also some
underground and overhead
power required, with some
under boring needed.

• Telstra – Straightforward
construction. Minor relocation
of telecommunications cable
required in new widening.

• No significant issues. • Large amount of property
resumption provides an area for
construction without major
traffic impacts. Fairly easy
construction for urban
environment.

• Redevelopment of the
Broadwater parklands is due for
completion in 2009 – avoid
constructing this area while
construction is underway at the
Broadwater to minimise
construction nuisance.

• Construction of Southport –
Nerang Road upgrade from
Queen St to Hinde St will be
underway during the
construction period from 2009 –
2011. Traffic network impacts
will be compounded by the
construction of these two
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maintained including all turning movements
into and out of Brighton Parade/Queen St.
Further staging of construction or RT required
to maintain left in turning movement from
Ada-Bell way.

• Stage 3: Traffic switched onto final
alignment to allow for completion of Queen St
traffic island and Ada Bell way traffic island.

• Public transport to be re-routed to Short
Street and Marine Parade to avoid
construction zone.

sections of work at the same
time. Careful planning and co-
ordination is required with the
Department of Main Roads so as
to minimise the effect on the
traffic network.

2.7

Queen St to Nerang River (Queen St
East / Gold Coast Hwy; from Ada Bell
Wy to Sundale Bridge)

Plan No SK2135, SK2136

• Minimal traffic impacts. Construction is
mainly through parkland/roadside verge with
no traffic lane infringement.

• Marine Parade to be closed with loss of 18
car park spaces.

• Loss of a small area of
Parkland.

• Erosion and Sedimentation
control required near Nerang
River banks.

• Demolish Car Wash
Business.

• No significant issues.

• Part of the council
parkland on south side
of Ada Bell Way will be
taken for construction of
a compound/storage
area. Reinstatement of
park to provide
improved amenity.

• Water - Minor impact.
Moderate amount of
relocation in new widening
including large diameter
main.

• Gas – No relocations.

• Sewer – No relocations.

• Power – Minor relocation
of overhead and underground
power required – no under
boring needed.

• Telstra – Difficult
construction. Significant
relocation of
telecommunication and optic
fibre required. Under boring
required to cross Ada Bell
Way.

• No significant issues. • Fairly easy construction.

•  Redevelopment of the
Broadwater parklands is due for
completion in 2009 – avoid
constructing this area while
construction is underway at the
Broadwater to minimise
construction nuisance

3.1 Nerang River (Sundale) Bridge (GC
Highway)

• No significant traffic impacts.

• Public boat traffic to be kept informed
about construction boat traffic. Work to be
staged to allow alternate navigation channel
away from construction site (especially if
temporary work platform structure is to be
used).

• Significant disturbance to
the riverbed caused by major
piling works from barges and/or
temporary work platform
structures.

• This is a tidal waterway:
local government authorities
will impose strict environmental
controls. No fill permitted in
the tidal zone – columns/bridge
decks must be
constructed/erected from
existing bridge, barges or work
platforms.

• No significant issues. • Appearance of the
construction in the river
is likely to annoy local
residents and boating
public.

• Part of the council
parkland on the south
side of Ada Bell way will
be taken for
construction of a
compound/storage area.
Reinstatement of park to
provide improved
amenity.

• Part of the park on
Brighton Parade/Briggs
Place will be taken for
construction of a
compound/storage area
and for docking of piling
barges. Reinstatement
of park to provide
improved amenity.

• Water - Minor impact,
relocations may not be
required.

• Gas – No relocations.

• Sewer – No relocations.

• Power – Minor relocation
required of any cables fixed
to both sides of the existing
bridge.

• Telstra – No relocations.

• Working at heights.

• Boat traffic – This is a
very busy section of the
Nerang River. Whilst
working from
barges/platform structure
safety will be of high
importance. Community
liaison required. Reduced
speed limit and warning
signage required.

• Early work opportunity of
Sundale bridge construction will
help with constructability by
reducing pressure on
construction program.

• Early completion of the
bridge will also help for
construction access and
storage.

• Limitations of working
within waterway will limit the
construction methodology to be
used – significant amount of the
works within the tidal zone will
be carried out from barges
including piling,
columns/headstocks. Girder
erection will take place at night
from the existing bridge
structure.
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3.2

Nerang River Bridge to Marriott
Resort(GC Highway; including GC
Highway/Ferny Ave intersection)

Plan No SK3011, SK3012

• Significant traffic impacts only at Surfers
Paradise Blvd/Ferny Ave intersection. Majority
of this section can be constructed with no
change to current traffic arrangements.

• Stage 1: Traffic lanes to be reduced in
width and moved east during construction of
RT corridor adjacent to Gold Coast Highway
and widening of Ferny/Surfers Paradise Blvd
intersection and to the south.

• Stage 2: South bound traffic switched to
new widening, north bound traffic moved east
adjacent to south bound. Temp pavement
construction required for north bound traffic
north of intersection (in the current median).
No right turn to Surfers Paradise Blvd for north
bound traffic during construction of RT
corridor across western half of intersection.
Marriott exit driveway will need closures –
night work required. RT to be constructed
across Admiralty Drive. Staging of work is
required to maintain left in/left out access.
Night work required for intersection
construction to minimise disruption caused by
left in/left out.

• Stage 3: Construction of eastern side of RT
corridor at Ferny Ave/Surfers Paradise Blvd
intersection - no traffic lanes/turning
movements restrictions as north and south
bound on final alignment.

• No construction during Indy to avoid major
pedestrian and traffic impacts.

• Increased traffic expected on Main Beach
Parade by through traffic attempting to avoid
construction on Gold Coast highway.

• Extensive mangrove/marine
plant clearing and tidal zone
reconstruction.

• Two bridge crossings over
tidal waterways. Depending on
construction methodology the
use of large mobile cranes may
be required to erect bridges
from outside tidal zone.

• Marriott Hotel: Exit road –
bus access affected during
construction. Loss of
park/beach area used by
guests.

• Watermark Hotel: access
would be affected during
construction and some car
parking and Garden would be
lost.

• Major construction in
this area should be
avoided during Indy to
minimise traffic impacts
and avoid encroaching
onto Indy track area.
Scope/programming of
work needs to be agreed
with Indy at the Surfers
Paradise Blvd /Gold
Coast Highway
intersection so that
racetrack is maintained
and the event is not
affected.

• Part of the council
park and on Commodore
Drive will be taken for
construction of a
compound/storage area.
Reinstatement of park to
provide improved
amenity.

• Some impact on
public transport travel
times due to traffic
congestion. Dedicated
bus lanes will be lost.

• Water - Minor impact.
Significant relocation
required in new widening.

• Gas – No relocations.

• Sewer – Significant
relocation of sewer required,
mostly in new widening.
Relocation across Marriott
driveway will require night
works.

• Power – Significant
relocation of underground
power mostly in new
widening with only minor
under boring required. No
overhead relocation.

• Telstra –Significant
relocation of
telecommunications/optic
fibre required, mainly in new
widening. A 50m under-bore
is also needed.

• Moderate safety risk
due to high speed traffic
environment during work
close to the roadway.

• Extremely high
pedestrian traffic volumes
during Indy raise potential
safety risks. Work zones
would need to be well
fenced to prevent access.

• Majority of construction is
through parks, gardens and
roadside verges with plenty of
space for movement of plant
and traffic.

• Slightly more complex
construction of Indy pavement
area.

• Construction of the Gold
Coast Highway upgrade from
Government Road to North
Street will be underway during
the construction period from
2008 – 2010 (approx). Traffic
network impacts will be
compounded by the
construction of these two
sections of work at the same
time. Careful planning and co-
ordination is required with the
Department of Main Roads so as
to minimise the effect on the
traffic network.

3.3

Marriott Resort to Cypress Ave (Ferny
Ave; including Cypress/Ferny
intersection)

Plan SK3013

• Major traffic impacts at Cypress Ave
intersection.

• Stage 1: Temporary one way access
required during Ferny Ave widening and
construction across side streets. Alternate
streets to be closed to provide ‘in’ and ‘out’
access.

• Stage 2: Traffic to be switched to new
widening during construction of RT corridor to
the centre of Cypress Ave intersection. Two
traffic lanes each way can be maintained with
normal access to side streets except Cypress
Ave.  Cypress Ave east to be left in/left out
only and no through movement from Cypress
Ave west to Cypress Ave east.

• Stage 3: Access to be closed to and from
Ferny Ave to Cypress Ave east. South bound
Ferny Ave traffic to utilise RT corridor. Shared
right turn and through lane on Ferny Ave south
bound into Cypress Ave during construction of
eastern half of intersection.

• Increased traffic expected on Gold Coast
Highway and Esplanade by through traffic

• Minor tree clearing.

• Demolition of Service
Station will require removal and
disposal of
contaminated/hazardous
materials.

• Major resumption and
reconstruction/demolition
work on several large resort
sites including Sun City, GC
International, Golden Gate
and Avis. Possible loss of
business during construction
due to disturbance causing
lost revenue.

• Demolition of service
station.

• Negotiations with local
land holders required for
temporary land lease for
construction of
compound/storage area
between Ocean Ave and
Pandanus Ave.

• Council car park on
Cypress Avenue will lose
significant number of
spaces for construction
and for construction of
depot/storage area.

• Traffic impacts
during Indy.

• Appearance and
construction nuisance
may affect local tourism
operators and
accommodation.

• Traffic congestion
will affect public
transport travel times.

• Water - Major impact.
Large amount of relocation of
large diameter main under
traffic restraints

• Gas – Minor relocation
required in new widening.

• Sewer – Minor impact.
Moderate relocations
required that can be
undertaken after
widening/demolition and
before major construction.

• Power – Large amount of
relocation, mostly
underground powering new
widening.

• Telstra - Significant
relocation of
telecommunications/optic
fibre, mostly in new
widening. A 50m under-bore
is also required.

• High traffic volume and
multiple intersections. High
level of traffic
control/safety required.

• Extremely high
pedestrian traffic volumes
during Indy raise potential
safety risks. Work zones
would need to be well
fenced to prevent access.

• Major
demolition/reconstruction of
service station, resorts and
potentially underground
basements will translate to
large construction cost and
time implications. Very difficult
construction.

• Potential large scale
building construction (high-rise,
resort, etc.). Additional traffic
control requirements for
providing access for
construction traffic.
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during construction

Adjacent Property
Impacts during
construction

Other community
impacts during
construction

Services / PUP Safety of
construction

Other construction
issues / general
comments on ease or
difficulty of
construction

Highway and Esplanade by through traffic
attempting to avoid construction on Ferny Ave
which will increase congestion in Surfers
Paradise and Main beach.

3.4

Cypress Ave to Thornton St (Surfers
Paradise Blvd and Cypress Ave)

Plan No SK3013, SK3014, SK3015

• Stage 1: Cypress Ave south side to be
closed during re-construction. Current traffic
arrangements to be maintained during
construction of Cypress Ave north side.

• Stage 2: Cypress Ave north side to be
closed during re-construction. Final traffic
arrangements on Cypress Ave south side.

• Stage 3: Surfers Paradise Blvd northbound
lanes to be closed and parking removed from
Cypress Ave to Thornton St. Surfers Paradise
Blvd to be widened where necessary. South
bound traffic reduced to one lane aligned to
the west during construction of final
southbound lane on eastern side of Surfers
Paradise Blvd. Access from Surfers Paradise
Blvd into side streets on eastern side can be
maintained during majority of construction
but will be restricted to left out only whilst
working across intersection (potential night
work). Normal access to side streets on Surfers
Paradise Blvd western side can be maintained
(right in/right out).

• Stage 4: Switch southbound traffic to final
alignment (eastern side) during construction
of RT corridor western side. Access to and
from southbound lane on Surfers Paradise Blvd
to side streets on eastern side will be
unrestricted during majority of construction.
Major restrictions to side street access on the
western side requiring closure of alternate
streets during intersection construction. Night
working needed. Side streets on eastern side
to operate as left in/left out. Side streets on
western side to be restricted to right in only
except Enderly Ave and Thornton St which will
have traffic controlled right out movement.
The right turn movement into Thomas Drive
from Surfers Paradise boulevard is recognised
as an important access to Chevron Island and
will be maintained at all times during
construction.

• Increased traffic expected on
Esplanade/Northcliffe Terrace and Ferny
Ave/Remembrance Drive by through traffic
attempting to avoid construction on Ferny Ave
which will increase congestion in the heart of
Surfers Paradise.

• Air pollution, construction
noise & vibration will have
significant impact due to large
numbers of retail and food
outlets and high pedestrian
traffic. Extensive control
measures required.

• Minor impacts: reduction
in trade during construction
due to access, appearance
etc.

• Major construction in
this area should be
avoided during Indy to
minimise traffic impacts
and avoid encroaching
onto Indy track area.
Scope/programming of
work needs to be agreed
with Indy at the Surfers
Paradise Blvd /Gold
Coast Highway
intersection so that
racetrack is maintained
and the event is not
affected.

• Appearance and
construction nuisance
may affect local tourism
operators and
accommodation.

• Cypress council car
park will be partially
taken for construction of
compound/storage area.

• John Fraser Council
Park/car park will be
partially taken for
construction of a
compound/storage area.
Reinstatement of park to
provide improved
amenity.

• Traffic congestion
will affect public
transport travel times.
Express services should
use Ferny Ave.

• Traffic congestion
during construction
along Surfers Paradise
boulevard may
encourage ‘rat running’
across Chevron Island for
access to surfers
paradise from areas to
the north and south.

• Water - Minor impact.
Moderate relocation required
in new widening.

• Gas – Moderate impact.
Moderate relocation required
in new widening which needs
coordination with other
services.

• Sewer – Moderate impact.
Minor relocation required but
mainly located under current
traffic lanes. Relocation
needs to be coordinated with
major traffic switches during
bulk construction.

• Power – High overhead
and underground power
relocations required – mostly
underground. Very high
under-boring required for
relocation of services with
minimal traffic and
pedestrian access.

• Telstra – Significant
relocation of
telecommunications/optic
fibre required, mostly in new
widening which can be
undertaken after
widening/demolition.
Approximately 120m of
under-boring is required.
Heavy pedestrian traffic will
complicate relocations –
traffic control required.

• High traffic volume and
multiple intersections.
Large amount of traffic
control/safety required.

• Extremely high
pedestrian traffic volumes
during Indy raise potential
safety risks. Work zones
would need to be well
fenced to prevent access.

• Major demolition/
reconstruction of buildings and
underground basements
between Cypress Ave and
Elkhorn will translate to large
construction cost and time
implications. Very difficult
construction.

• Potential large scale
building construction (high-rise,
resort, etc.). Additional traffic
control requirements for
providing access for
construction traffic.
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CONSTRUCTABILITY ISSUES

Sectn/
Seg No

Section / Segment
Description

Traffic and Parking impacts during
construction

Environmental Impacts
during construction

Adjacent Property
Impacts during
construction

Other community
impacts during
construction

Services / PUP Safety of
construction

Other construction
issues / general
comments on ease or
difficulty of
construction

3.5

Thornton St to Gold Coast Convention
Centre (Surfers Paradise BLVD and GC
Highway; including Ferny/SP BLVD
intersection)

Plan No SK3016, SK3017, SK3018

• Moderate to high traffic impacts.

• Stage 1: Parking on Gold Coast Highway
removed prior to widening. No significant
impact on current traffic arrangements during
construction in majority of sections.
Intersection of Surfers Paradise Blvd and Ferny
Ave to be constructed. RT corridor can be
constructed to the edge of existing Ferny Ave
south bound lanes. Two lanes north and south
can be maintained.

• Stage 2: Traffic to be switched to new
widening. RT corridor can be constructed
across Surfers Paradise Blvd/Ferny Ave
intersection and remainder of the section.
Two lanes can be maintained in each
direction. Traffic restrictions required during
construction at intersections with Warf
Road/Cannes Rd, Monaco St, St Kilda Ave,
Australia Ave and the Convention Centre.
Night work required to avoid major disruption.
Movement at these intersections restricted to
left in/left out. Staging of works required so
that while one intersection is closed the next
one is open to provide alternate access.

• Stage 3: South bound traffic switched to
newly constructed RT corridor during
construction of final south bound lanes. Side
street access on eastern side limited to one-
way access to Gold Coast Highway during
construction of the northern side of
intersections, and from Gold Coast Highway
during construction on southern side of the
intersections. Staging of the work is required
so that access is provided. Major disruption
expected during this stage. Temporary access
to properties along eastern side of Gold Coast
Highway to be maintained. Only two lanes
south bound can be achieved – shared lanes
required.

• Stage 4: Southbound switched to final
alignment and northbound switched to RT
corridor during construction of final
northbound lanes. Access to/from side streets
and properties on western side affected.
During construction of the Convention Centre
intersection access to/from the Highway to be
to left in/left out only. Construction at
Cascade Gardens intersection requires one
way entry at southern end and one way exit at
northern end. Monaco St northbound to be left
in/left out and southbound right in only.
Monte Carlo Ave to be left in only. Genoa St to
be left in only. Cannes Ave to be one-way exit
only. Temporary access to property on eastern
side of the Highway to be maintained,
especially the fire station. Only two
northbound lanes can be maintained – shared
lanes required.

• Increased traffic expected on Surf Parade

• Minor clearing at the front
of Cascade Gardens.

• Demolition of Service
Station will require removal and
disposal of
contaminated/hazardous
materials .

• Major
demolition/reconstruction
south to Cascade Gardens.
Affected properties include
resorts, restaurants, shops,
service station and
residential. During
reconstruction operation of
businesses and hotels will be
affected resulting in lost
revenue.

• Demolition of Church

• Appearance and
construction nuisance
may affect local tourism
operators and
accommodation.

• Council park at
Cannes Avenue will be
partially taken for
construction of
compound/storage area.
Reinstatement of park to
provide improved
amenity.

• Loss of designated
bus lanes will have
significant impact on
travel times especially
during peak hour. Surf
Parade can be used as
an alternative route.

• Water - Minor impact.
High relocation required in
new widening

• Gas – Minor impact. High
relocation required in new
widening.

• Sewer – Moderate impact.
Significant relocation
required of sewer located
under existing traffic lanes
which will need to be
coordinated with major
traffic switches during bulk
construction. Relocation of
sewer crossing several side
streets may require night
works.

• Power – High relocation
required of underground and
overhead high and low
voltage. High under-boring
required for crossing Gold
Coast Highway and side
streets in several locations.

• Telstra – Very High
relocation required of both
Telstra and optical fibre.
Majority can be undertaken
after widening/demolition
and before major
construction. Approximately
800m of under boring is
required – alternatively night
works would be required to
cross side streets with
minimal traffic impact.

• High traffic volume and
multiple intersections. High
level of traffic control/
safety required.

• Major demolition/
reconstruction of buildings and
service station, which will
result in large construction cost
and time.

• Potential large scale
building construction (high-rise,
resort, etc.). Additional traffic
control requirements for
providing access for
construction traffic.

• Construction of the Gold
Coast Highway upgrade from
Broadbeach to Miami will be
underway during the
construction period from 2008 –
2010 (approx). Traffic network
impacts will be compounded by
the construction of these two
sections of work at the same
time. Careful planning and co-
ordination is required with the
Department of Main Roads so as
to minimise the effect on the
traffic network.
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CONSTRUCTABILITY ISSUES

Sectn/
Seg No

Section / Segment
Description

Traffic and Parking impacts during
construction

Environmental Impacts
during construction

Adjacent Property
Impacts during
construction

Other community
impacts during
construction

Services / PUP Safety of
construction

Other construction
issues / general
comments on ease or
difficulty of
construction

by through traffic attempting to avoid
construction on Gold Coast Highway which will
increase congestion in Broadbeach.

3.6

Gold Coast Convention Centre to
Hooker Blvd

Plan No SK3018, SK3019

• Major traffic disruption expected.

• Stage 1: Parking lanes removed to allow
widening. Broadbeach car park construction:
Western side - kerb side parking can remain
and one-way south bound traffic in car park.
Eastern side - only through traffic allowed. No
other significant traffic impacts.

• Stage 2: Traffic switched to new widening
during construction of RT corridor. Major
disruption expected at intersection of Gold
Coast Highway with Hooker Blvd/Margaret Ave
and TE Peters Dr/Victoria Ave. Night working
required to minimise traffic disruption.
Construction across only one intersection at a
time with left in/left out access only.

• Stage 3: Southbound traffic switched to
newly constructed RT corridor. Southbound
restricted to two lanes only causing
congestion. Right turn to TE Peters and
Hooker Blvd allowed but designated turn lanes
lost resulting in congestion. Access to Victoria
Ave, Elizabeth Ave and Margaret Ave to be
closed from Gold Coast Highway during
construction across intersections which
requires night working.

• Stage 4: Southbound switched to final
alignment and switched to RT corridor. Two
northbound lanes only. Designated turning
lanes into Margaret Ave, Elizabeth Ave and
Victoria Ave will be lost and only two through
lanes available. Construction across Hooker
Blvd and TE Peters Drive to be night working
in two stages, north and south, to minimise
impacts. No right turn into Hooker Blvd during
construction of south side across Hooker Blvd.
No right turn from Hooker Blvd during
construction of north side.

• Increased traffic expected on Surf Parade
by through traffic attempting to avoid
construction on Gold Coast Highway which will
increase congestion in Broadbeach.

• Some minor clearing and
tidal zone reconstruction at
Hooker Boulevard.

• Demolition of Service
Station will require removal and
disposal of
contaminated/hazardous
materials.

• Demolition of service
station and Auto Leaders car
service.

• Disruption of access to
Jupiter’s casino during
reconstruction of Mono-rail
from Broadbeach.

• Traffic congestion
may affect patronage at
Pacific Fair shopping
centre

• Convention centre
may be affected by
traffic disruption.

• Appearance and
construction nuisance
may affect local tourism
operators and
accommodation.

• Council park on T E
Peters Drive will be
partially taken for
construction of
compound/storage area.
Reinstatement of park to
provide improved
amenity.

• Loss of designated
bus lanes will have
significant impact on
travel times especially
during peak hour.

• Water - Minor relocation
required in new widening.

• Gas – Minor relocation
required in new widening.

• Sewer – Minor relocation
required of sewer in new
widening after
widening/demolition.

• Power – High relocation
required of overhead and
underground cables.
Significant under-boring
required for crossing Gold
Coast Highway and side street
in several locations.

• Telstra – Significant
relocation of
telecommunication/optic
fibre, mostly in new widening
after widening/demolition.
240m of under boring
required – alternatively night
works and staging could be
utilised to minimise traffic
impacts of open trenching.

• High traffic volume and
multiple large
intersections. High level of
traffic control/ safety
required.

• Fairly difficult construction
due to demolition of service
station, reconstruction of
monorail and traffic
constraints.

• Potential large scale
building construction (high-rise,
resort, etc.). Additional traffic
control requirements for
providing access for
construction traffic.

• Construction of the Gold
Coast Highway upgrade from
Broadbeach to Miami will be
underway during the
construction period from 2008 –
2010 (approx). Traffic network
impacts will be compounded by
the construction of these two
sections of work at the same
time. Careful planning and co-
ordination is required with the
Department of Main Roads so as
to minimise the effect on the
traffic network.

Assumptions/General Comments:
• Rapid transport corridor constructed half at a time (to allow for construction traffic)
• Typical cross sections used to calculate lane widths. Minimum 3.0m width during construction.
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• Construction zones separated from traffic by water filled barriers – typical.
• Final work in each section (line marking etc.) may require further short-term traffic restrictions.
• Final work on Rapid Transport corridor such as testing, commissioning, training etc (and installation of rail and overhead power – for LRT option) will take place after all traffic switches are completed.

Traffic will be on final alignment outside the RT corridor. This will coincide with other works such as landscaping, line marking etc at the end of the program.
• RT corridor must allow for vehicle traffic during traffic switches.
• Existing public transport services will be affected by traffic congestion throughout the majority of stages in the project. For details refer to ‘Other community impacts during construction’.
• Timing of traffic switches and detailed traffic switch arrangements need to be co-ordinated with Department of Mains Roads and GCCC traffic branch.
• Target service relocations to occur during Stage 1 traffic (widening) where applicable – open trenching relocation unless otherwise specified.
• A major storage depot is available in Nerang or Helensvale for storage of bulk construction material, rail etc.



 

 

Appendix B 

Construction and Commissioning Program- 
LRT Option  

 41/16445/372857     Gold Coast Rapid Transit Project  
Volume 7 Technical Report: Constructability Report for Sections 2 and 3  



Activity
ID

Activity
Description

Orig
Dur

PROCUREMENT PHASE
CDIMP and Business Case

PP0100 Complete CDIMP 66

PP0110 Complete Business Case 86

Governance and Approvals

PP0120 CBRC Approvals 43

PP0130 Establish Governance Arrangements/Proc Team 109

Expression of Interest

PP0140 Draft EOI Documents 26

PP0150 Approval to Advertise 28

PP0160 private Sector respond to EOI 48

PP0170 Evaluation 34

PP0180 Report and CBRC Submission 20

PP0190 CBRC Approval 16

Request for Proposals

PP0200 Contract Documents 113

PP0210 Schedules 113

PP0220 Establish Data Room 113

PP0230 Request for Proposal Documents 34

PP0240 RFP Period 94

PP0250 RFP Evaluation 66

PP0260 CBRC Submission and approval 21

PP0270 Financial Close 13

Pre-Construction Planning

PP0300 Project Office 77

PP0310 Commence Early Works 172

PP0320 Establish Delivery Team 126

PP0330 Public Awareness Campaign prior to const 69

Long Lead Items

PP0410 Identify Long Lead Items 41

PP0420 Prepare RFP Documents for Long Lead Items 46

PP0430 Tender, Award and Deliver Long Lead Items 326

Land Acquisitions

PP0600 Land Puchasing and Settlement 361

CONSTRUCTION PHASE
Early Construction Works

CN0050 Early Property Accommodation Works 84

CN0052 Early Contaminated Land Remedial Works 107

CN0054 Early PUP Relocations 132

Contract Preliminaries & Design

CN0090 Tender Design and documentation 175

CN0100 Prepare Project Plans 37

CN0110 Detailed Design and Documentation 262

CN0120 Establish Project Office and Mobilise 64

Maintenance Facility and Operations Buildings

CN0505 Specify, Manufacture and Deliver Maint Equip 200

CN0510 Construct Maintenance Facility Building 198

Months
-24 -23 -22 -21 -20 -19 -18 -17 -16 -15 -14 -13 -12 -11 -10 -9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38

Complete CDIMP
Complete Business Case

CBRC Approvals
Establish Governance Arrangements/Proc Team

Draft EOI Documents
Approval to Advertise

private Sector respond to EOI
Evaluation
Report and CBRC Submission

CBRC Approval

Contract Documents
Schedules
Establish Data Room

Request for Proposal Documents
RFP Period

RFP Evaluation
CBRC Submission and approval

Financial Close

Project Office
Commence Early Works

Establish Delivery Team
Public Awareness Campaign prior to const

Identify Long Lead Items
Prepare RFP Documents for Long Lead Items

Tender, Award and Deliver Long Lead Items

Land Puchasing and Settlement

Early Property Accommodation Works
Early Contaminated Land Remedial Works

Early PUP Relocations

Tender Design and documentation
Prepare Project Plans

Detailed Design and Documentation
Establish Project Office and Mobilise

Specify, Manufacture and Deliver Maint Equip
Construct Maintenance Facility Building
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Activity
ID

Activity
Description

Orig
Dur

CN0515 Internal Fitout and Maintenance Equipment 194

CN0520 Construct Maintenance Facility Stabling Yard 110

CN0525 Electrical Works for Maintenance Facility Stabli 65

CN0530 Construct & Fitout Operations Centre Building 240

CN0540 Manufacture and Deliver Washing Equipment 198

CN0550 Install Washing Equipment 38

CN0560 Construct Carpark 64

CN0570 Specify,Purchase and Deliver Ancillary Vehicles 238

LRT Vehicle Manufacture

CN0810 Manufacture LRT Vehicles 390

CN0820 Delivery to Aust of LRT Vehicles 93

CN0830 Off-site Fitout LRT Vehicles 112

CN0840 FactoryTesting of LRT Vehicles 102

CN0850 First LRT Vehicle delivered to Gold Coast 5

CN0860 Final LRT Vehicle delivered to Gold Coast 5

Section 2 - Griffith Uni to Sundale Bridge
Sect 2.1 - Griffith Uni to Baratta St
CN2200 Traffic Management at Council Depot 16

CN2202 Services Relocations 38

CN2204 Civil Works, Drainage Works 101

CN2220 Loders Creek Bridge A Structure 192

CN2230 Loders Creek Bridge B Structure 197

CN2240 Area between Bridge A and Bridge B 158

CN2290 Track slab / pavement 45

CN2292 Lay trackwork 24

CN2294 Construct Electrial Substation 97

CN2296 Electrical  / ITS 57

CN2298 Streetscaping, Landscaping & rehabilitation 90

Sect 2.2 - Baratta St to Queen St
CN2300 Establish Traffic Management / Compounds 16

CN2305 Services Relocations 54

CN2310 Civil Works and Drainage Works 58

CN2312 Wardoo St intersection widening 101

CN2315 Track slab / pavement 43

CN2317 Lay trackwork 20

CN2380 Electrical / ITS 61

CN2390 Streetscaping and Landscaping 110

Sect 2.3 - Queen St to Nerang St
CN2400 Establish Traffic Management / Compounds 16

CN2410 Services Relocations 63

CN2420 Civil Works and Drainage Works 67

CN2430 Queen St / Nerang intersection 100

CN2440 Track slab / pavement 55

CN2442 Lay trackwork 20

CN2450 Electrical / ITS 61

CN2460 Streetscaping and Landscaping 99

CN2470 Station Construction (Local) 79

Sect 2.4 - Nerang St to Scarborough St
CN2500 Establish Traffic Management / Compounds 16

CN2510 Services Relocations 74

CN2520 Civil Works and Drainage Works 102

CN2530 High St intersection widening 104

CN2540 Track slab / pavement 61

CN2542 Lay trackwork 22

CN2548 Construct Electrical Substation 98

CN2550 Electrical / ITS 61

Months
-24 -23 -22 -21 -20 -19 -18 -17 -16 -15 -14 -13 -12 -11 -10 -9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38

Internal Fitout and Maintenance Equipment
Construct Maintenance Facility Stabling Yard

Electrical Works for Maintenance Facility Stabli
Construct & Fitout Operations Centre Building

Manufacture and Deliver Washing Equipment
Install Washing Equipment

Construct Carpark
Specify,Purchase and Deliver Ancillary Vehicles

Manufacture LRT Vehicles
Delivery to Aust of LRT Vehicles

Off-site Fitout LRT Vehicles
FactoryTesting of LRT Vehicles

First LRT Vehicle delivered to Gold Coast
Final LRT Vehicle delivered to Gold Coast

Traffic Management at Council Depot
Services Relocations

Civil Works, Drainage Works
Loders Creek Bridge A Structure

Loders Creek Bridge B Structure
Area between Bridge A and Bridge B

Track slab / pavement
Lay trackwork

Construct Electrial Substation
Electrical  / ITS

Streetscaping, Landscaping & rehabilitation

Establish Traffic Management / Compounds
Services Relocations

Civil Works and Drainage Works
Wardoo St intersection widening
Track slab / pavement

Lay trackwork
Electrical / ITS

Streetscaping and Landscaping

Establish Traffic Management / Compounds
Services Relocations

Civil Works and Drainage Works
Queen St / Nerang intersection

Track slab / pavement
Lay trackwork

Electrical / ITS
Streetscaping and Landscaping

Station Construction (Local)

Establish Traffic Management / Compounds
Services Relocations

Civil Works and Drainage Works
High St intersection widening

Track slab / pavement
Lay trackwork

Construct Electrical Substation
Electrical / ITS
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Activity
ID

Activity
Description

Orig
Dur

CN2560 Station Construction (District) 128

CN2570 Streetscaping and Landscaping 106

Sect 2.5 - Scarborough St to Queen St
CN2600 Establish Traffic Management / Compounds 16

CN2610 Services Relocations 78

CN2620 Civil Works and Drainage Works 111

CN2630 Scarborough St-Queen St intersection widening 102

CN2640 Track slab / pavement 53

CN2642 Lay trackwork 23

CN2650 Electrical / ITS 61

CN2660 Station Construction (regional) 151

CN2670 Streetscaping and Landscaping 86

Sect 2.6 - Along Queen St
CN2700 Establish Traffic Management / Compounds 16

CN2710 Services Relocations 65

CN2720 Civil Works and Drainage Works 78

CN2730 Queen St- Ada Bell Way intersection widening 88

CN2740 Track slab / pavement 77

CN2742 Lay trackwork 22

CN2750 Electrical / ITS 61

CN2770 Streetscaping and Landscaping 77

Sect 2.7 - Queen St to Nerang River
CN2800 Establish Traffic Management / Compounds 16

CN2810 Services Relocations 65

CN2820 Civil Works and Drainage Works 78

CN2840 Track slab / pavement 77

CN2842 Lay trackwork 22

CN2850 Electrical / ITS 61

CN2860 Station Construction (local) 90

CN2870 Streetscaping and Landscaping 85

Section 3 - Sundale Bridge to Hooker Blvd
Sect 3.1 - Nerang River Bridge
CN3105 Establishment, approvals and site compound 65

CN3108 Preliminaries/Earthworks 15

CN3111 Abut A - Pier 5 Bored Piers 35

CN3114 Abuit A - Retaining wall and backfill 25

CN3117 Abut A - Pier 5 Pile Cap, Column & Headstock 80

CN3120 Abut A - Pier 5 Bearing/Mortar Pads etc 15

CN3123 Spans 1-5 Beam/relieving slab manuf / deliv 130

CN3126 Abut A - Install relieving slabs 5

CN3129 Spans 1-5 Beam Erect and Remove Pier Scaffolding 15

CN3132 Spans 1-5 Deck slab 31

CN3135 Spans 1-5 Deck barrier Drainage/service corridor 15

CN3138 Spans 1-5 Track slab/rail sect manuf/del 130

CN3141 Spans 1-5 Install track slab and rail section 15

CN3144 Spans 1-5 Install Overhead wiring poles 5

CN3147 Abut B - Pier 6 Bored Piers 35

CN3150 Abut B - Retaining wall and backfill 25

CN3153 Abut B - Pier 6, Pile Cap, Column & Headstock 81

CN3156 Abut B - Pier 6 Bearing/Mortar Pads etc 15

CN3159 Spans 6-11 Beam/relieving slab manuf / deliv 105

CN3162 Abut B - Install relieving slabs 5

CN3165 Spans 6-11 Beam Erection and Remove Scaffolding 15

CN3168 Spans 6-11 Deck slab 35

CN3171 Spans 6-11 Deck barrier, Drainage/serv corridor 25

CN3174 Spans 6-11 Track slab/rail section manuf/del 108

CN3177 Spans 6-11 Install track slab and rail section 16

Months
-24 -23 -22 -21 -20 -19 -18 -17 -16 -15 -14 -13 -12 -11 -10 -9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38

Station Construction (District)
Streetscaping and Landscaping

Establish Traffic Management / Compounds
Services Relocations

Civil Works and Drainage Works
Scarborough St-Queen St intersection widening

Track slab / pavement
Lay trackwork

Electrical / ITS
Station Construction (regional)
Streetscaping and Landscaping

Establish Traffic Management / Compounds
Services Relocations

Civil Works and Drainage Works
Queen St- Ada Bell Way intersection widening

Track slab / pavement
Lay trackwork

Electrical / ITS
Streetscaping and Landscaping

Establish Traffic Management / Compounds
Services Relocations

Civil Works and Drainage Works
Track slab / pavement

Lay trackwork
Electrical / ITS

Station Construction (local)
Streetscaping and Landscaping

Establishment, approvals and site compound
Preliminaries/Earthworks

Abut A - Pier 5 Bored Piers
Abuit A - Retaining wall and backfill

Abut A - Pier 5 Pile Cap, Column & Headstock
Abut A - Pier 5 Bearing/Mortar Pads etc

Spans 1-5 Beam/relieving slab manuf / deliv
Abut A - Install relieving slabs

Spans 1-5 Beam Erect and Remove Pier Scaffolding
Spans 1-5 Deck slab

Spans 1-5 Deck barrier Drainage/service corridor
Spans 1-5 Track slab/rail sect manuf/del

Spans 1-5 Install track slab and rail section
Spans 1-5 Install Overhead wiring poles

Abut B - Pier 6 Bored Piers
Abut B - Retaining wall and backfill

Abut B - Pier 6, Pile Cap, Column & Headstock
Abut B - Pier 6 Bearing/Mortar Pads etc

Spans 6-11 Beam/relieving slab manuf / deliv
Abut B - Install relieving slabs

Spans 6-11 Beam Erection and Remove Scaffolding
Spans 6-11 Deck slab

Spans 6-11 Deck barrier, Drainage/serv corridor
Spans 6-11 Track slab/rail section manuf/del

Spans 6-11 Install track slab and rail section
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Activity
ID

Activity
Description

Orig
Dur

CN3180 Spans 6-11 Install Overhead wiring poles 5

CN3183 Remove earth works and clean up 5

CN3186 Demobilise 5

Sect 3.2 -Nerang River Bridge to Marriott Resort
CN3210 Establish Traffic Management / Compounds 45

CN3220 Services Relocations 98

CN3240 Civil Works, Drainage and Structures 138

CN3250 Trackslab and pavement 91

CN3255 Tracklaying 40

CN3258 Electrical Substation Construction 97

CN3260 Electrical / ITS (incl Nerang River Bridge) 61

CN3270 Stations (2 local) 133

CN3280 Streetscaping and Landscaping 142

Sect 3.3 - Marroitt Resort to Cypress St
CN3310 Establish Traffic Management / Compounds 45

CN3320 Services Relocations 55

CN3330 Civil Works, Drainage and Structures 88

CN3340 Trackslab and pavement 44

CN3350 Tracklaying 37

CN3360 Electrical / ITS 61

CN3380 Streetscaping and Landscaping 142

Sect 3.4 - Cypress Ave to Thornton St
CN3410 Establish Traffic Management / Compounds 48

CN3420 Services Relocations 98

CN3430 Civil Works, Drainage and Structures 140

CN3440 Trackslab and pavement 91

CN3450 Tracklaying 37

CN3455 Electrical Substation Construction 99

CN3460 Electrical / ITS 82

CN3470 Stations (2 district) 143

CN3480 Streetscaping and Landscaping 142

Sect 3.5 - Thornton St to Convention Centre
CN3510 Establish Traffic Management / Compounds 45

CN3520 Services Relocations 88

CN3530 Civil Works, Drainage and Structures 138

CN3540 Trackslab and pavement 113

CN3550 Tracklaying 37

CN3555 Electrical Substation Construction 95

CN3560 Electrical / ITS 61

CN3570 Stations (2 local) 107

CN3580 Streetscaping and Landscaping 142

Sect 3.6 - Convention Centre to Hooker Blvd
CN3610 Establish Traffic Management / Compounds 45

CN3620 Services Relocations 98

CN3630 Civil Works, Drainage and Structures 138

CN3640 Trackslab and pavement 91

CN3650 Tracklaying 37

CN3655 Electrical Substation Construction 90

CN3660 Electrical / ITS 61

CN3670 Stations (2 district) & Bus Interchange 133

CN3680 Streetscaping and Landscaping 106

Operating, ITS and Ticketing Systems

CN5100 Manufacture Ticketing Equipment 183

CN5110 Manufacture ITS Equipment 179

CN5120 Manufacture communications & CCTV equipment 176

CN5130 Install ticketing & comms equip on vehicles 126

Months
-24 -23 -22 -21 -20 -19 -18 -17 -16 -15 -14 -13 -12 -11 -10 -9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38

Spans 6-11 Install Overhead wiring poles
Remove earth works and clean up
Demobilise

Establish Traffic Management / Compounds
Services Relocations

Civil Works, Drainage and Structures
Trackslab and pavement

Tracklaying
Electrical Substation Construction

Electrical / ITS (incl Nerang River Bridge)
Stations (2 local)

Streetscaping and Landscaping

Establish Traffic Management / Compounds
Services Relocations

Civil Works, Drainage and Structures
Trackslab and pavement

Tracklaying
Electrical / ITS

Streetscaping and Landscaping

Establish Traffic Management / Compounds
Services Relocations

Civil Works, Drainage and Structures
Trackslab and pavement

Tracklaying
Electrical Substation Construction

Electrical / ITS
Stations (2 district)

Streetscaping and Landscaping

Establish Traffic Management / Compounds
Services Relocations

Civil Works, Drainage and Structures
Trackslab and pavement

Tracklaying
Electrical Substation Construction

Electrical / ITS
Stations (2 local)

Streetscaping and Landscaping

Establish Traffic Management / Compounds
Services Relocations

Civil Works, Drainage and Structures
Trackslab and pavement

Tracklaying
Electrical Substation Construction

Electrical / ITS
Stations (2 district) & Bus Interchange

Streetscaping and Landscaping

Manufacture Ticketing Equipment
Manufacture ITS Equipment

Manufacture communications & CCTV equipment
Install ticketing & comms equip on vehicles
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Activity
ID

Activity
Description

Orig
Dur

CN5140 Install ticketing and comms equip at stations 37

COMISSIONING PHASE
Commissioning Planning

CP6100 Prepare Commissioning Plans 129

Subsystem Trials and Vehicle Commissioning

CP6200 Vehicle trials at depot yard 32

CP6210 Vehicle trials Section 2.1 20

CP6220 Vehicle trials Section 2.2 20

CP6230 Vehicle trials Section 2.3 20

CP6240 Vehicle trials Section 2.4 20

CP6250 Vehicle trails Section 2.5 20

CP6260 Vehicle trials Section 2.6 20

CP6270 Vehicle trails Section 2.7 20

CP6280 Vehicle trials Section 3.1 20

CP6290 Vehicle trials Section 3.2 20

CP6300 Vehicle trials Section 3.3 20

CP6310 Vehicle trials Section 3.4 20

CP6320 Vehicle trials Section 3.5 20

CP6330 Vehicle trials Section 3.6 20

CP6450 Clearance testing all sections 126

CP6510 Driver Training 34

System testing and Performance Checks

CP6810 Commission Systems & Acreditation 40

CP6850 Commission Depot and Operations Centre 48

Integrated Commissioning

CP6900 Integrated Commissioning and Empty Running 58

OPERATIONAL PHASE

OP9010 Prepare and Document Operational Strategy 64

OP9100 Prepare Operating Company Strategy 64

OP9200 Establish Operating Company 197

OP9210 Purchase Equipment / Uniforms etc 90

OP9300 Hire Operational Staff 125

OP9400 Train Operational Staff 158

OP9410 Start-up Promotional Campaign 124

OP9420 Development and approval of timetables 131

OP9500 Start Revenue Phase 0

Months
-24 -23 -22 -21 -20 -19 -18 -17 -16 -15 -14 -13 -12 -11 -10 -9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38

Install ticketing and comms equip at stations

Prepare Commissioning Plans

Vehicle trials at depot yard
Vehicle trials Section 2.1
Vehicle trials Section 2.2

Vehicle trials Section 2.3
Vehicle trials Section 2.4

Vehicle trails Section 2.5
Vehicle trials Section 2.6
Vehicle trails Section 2.7

Vehicle trials Section 3.1
Vehicle trials Section 3.2
Vehicle trials Section 3.3

Vehicle trials Section 3.4
Vehicle trials Section 3.5

Vehicle trials Section 3.6
Clearance testing all sections

Driver Training

Commission Systems & Acreditation
Commission Depot and Operations Centre

Integrated Commissioning and Empty Running

Prepare and Document Operational Strategy
Prepare Operating Company Strategy

Establish Operating Company
Purchase Equipment / Uniforms etc

Hire Operational Staff
Train Operational Staff

Start-up Promotional Campaign

Development and approval of timetables
Start Revenue Phase
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BRT Option



Activity
ID

Activity
Description

Orig
Dur

PROCUREMENT PHASE
CDIMP and Business Case

PP0100 Complete CDIMP 66

PP0110 Complete Business Case 86

Governance and Approvals

PP0120 CBRC Approvals 43

PP0130 Establish Governance Arrangements/Proc Team 109

Expression of Interest

PP0140 Draft EOI Documents 26

PP0150 Approval to Advertise 28

PP0160 private Sector respond to EOI 48

PP0170 Evaluation 34

PP0180 Report and CBRC Submission 20

PP0190 CBRC Approval 16

Request for Proposals

PP0200 Contract Documents 113

PP0210 Schedules 113

PP0220 Establish Data Room 113

PP0230 Request for Proposal Documents 34

PP0240 RFP Period 94

PP0250 RFP Evaluation 66

PP0260 CBRC Submission and approval 21

PP0270 Financial Close 13

Pre-Construction Planning

PP0300 Project Office 77

PP0310 Commence Early Works 172

PP0320 Establish Delivery Team 126

PP0330 Public Awareness Campaign prior to const 69

Long Lead Items

PP0410 Identify Long Lead Items 41

PP0420 Prepare RFP Documents for Long Lead Items 46

PP0430 Tender, Award and Deliver Long Lead Items 326

Land Acquisitions

PP0600 Land Puchasing and Settlement 361

CONSTRUCTION PHASE
Early Construction Works

CN0050 Early Property Accommodation Works 84

CN0052 Early Contaminated Land Remedial Works 107

CN0054 Early PUP Relocations 132

Contract Preliminaries & Design

CN0090 Tender Design and documentation 175

CN0100 Prepare Project Plans 37

CN0110 Detailed Design and Documentation 262

CN0120 Establish Project Office and Mobilise 64

Maintenance Facility and Operations Buildings

CN0505 Specify, Manufacture and Deliver Maint Equip 200

CN0510 Construct Maintenance Facility Building 198

Months
-24 -23 -22 -21 -20 -19 -18 -17 -16 -15 -14 -13 -12 -11 -10 -9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38

Complete CDIMP
Complete Business Case

CBRC Approvals
Establish Governance Arrangements/Proc Team

Draft EOI Documents
Approval to Advertise

private Sector respond to EOI
Evaluation
Report and CBRC Submission

CBRC Approval

Contract Documents
Schedules
Establish Data Room

Request for Proposal Documents
RFP Period

RFP Evaluation
CBRC Submission and approval

Financial Close

Project Office
Commence Early Works

Establish Delivery Team
Public Awareness Campaign prior to const

Identify Long Lead Items
Prepare RFP Documents for Long Lead Items

Tender, Award and Deliver Long Lead Items

Land Puchasing and Settlement

Early Property Accommodation Works
Early Contaminated Land Remedial Works

Early PUP Relocations

Tender Design and documentation
Prepare Project Plans

Detailed Design and Documentation
Establish Project Office and Mobilise

Specify, Manufacture and Deliver Maint Equip
Construct Maintenance Facility Building
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Activity
ID

Activity
Description

Orig
Dur

CN0515 Internal Fitout and Maintenance Equipment 195

CN0520 Construct Maintenance Facility Pavements 110

CN0525 Lighting/Elec  Works for Maintenance Facility 65

CN0530 Construct & Fitout Operations Centre Building 231

CN0540 Manufacture and Deliver Washing Equipment 198

CN0550 Install Washing Equipment 38

CN0560 Construct Carpark 64

CN0570 Specify,Purchase and Deliver Ancillary Vehicles 238

BRT Vehicle Manufacture

CN0810 Manufacture BRT Vehicles 305

CN0820 Delivery to Aust of BRT Vehicles 93

CN0830 Off-site Fitout BRT Vehicles 112

CN0840 FactoryTesting of BRT Vehicles 102

CN0850 First BRT Vehicle delivered to Gold Coast 5

CN0860 Final BRT Vehicle delivered to Gold Coast 5

Section 2 - Griffith Uni to Sundale Bridge
Sect 2.1 - Griffith Uni to Baratta St
CN2200 Traffic Management at Council Depot / Compound 16

CN2205 Services Relocations 38

CN2210 Civil Works, Drainage Works 57

CN2220 Loders Creek Bridge Structure 164

CN2260 BRT pavement 45

CN2270 Electrical / ITS / Lighting 42

CN2280 Streetscaping, Landscaping & rehabilitation 90

Sect 2.2 - Baratta St to Queen St
CN2300 Establish Traffic Management / Compounds 16

CN2305 Services Relocations 54

CN2310 Civil Works and Drainage Works 58

CN2312 Wardoo St intersection widening 101

CN2315 BRT pavement 43

CN2380 Electrical / ITS / Lighting 47

CN2390 Streetscaping and Landscaping 110

Sect 2.3 - Queen St to Nerang St
CN2400 Establish Traffic Management / Compounds 16

CN2410 Services Relocations 63

CN2420 Civil Works and Drainage Works 67

CN2430 Queen St / Nerang intersection 88

CN2440 BRT pavement 39

CN2450 Electrical / ITS / Lighting 42

CN2460 Streetscaping and Landscaping 80

CN2470 Station Construction (Local) 66

Sect 2.4 - Nerang St to Scarborough St
CN2500 Establish Traffic Management / Compounds 16

CN2510 Services Relocations 74

CN2520 Civil Works and Drainage Works 102

CN2530 High St intersection widening 77

CN2540 BRT pavement 32

CN2550 Electrical / ITS / Lighting 45

CN2560 Station Construction (District) 78

CN2570 Streetscaping and Landscaping 89

Sect 2.5 - Scarborough St to Queen St
CN2600 Establish Traffic Management / Compounds 16

CN2610 Services Relocations 78

CN2620 Civil Works and Drainage Works 111

CN2630 Scarborough St-Queen St intersection widening 89

CN2640 BRT pavement 42

Months
-24 -23 -22 -21 -20 -19 -18 -17 -16 -15 -14 -13 -12 -11 -10 -9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38

Internal Fitout and Maintenance Equipment
Construct Maintenance Facility Pavements

Lighting/Elec  Works for Maintenance Facility
Construct & Fitout Operations Centre Building

Manufacture and Deliver Washing Equipment
Install Washing Equipment

Construct Carpark
Specify,Purchase and Deliver Ancillary Vehicles

Manufacture BRT Vehicles
Delivery to Aust of BRT Vehicles

Off-site Fitout BRT Vehicles
FactoryTesting of BRT Vehicles

First BRT Vehicle delivered to Gold Coast
Final BRT Vehicle delivered to Gold Coast

Traffic Management at Council Depot / Compound
Services Relocations

Civil Works, Drainage Works
Loders Creek Bridge Structure

BRT pavement
Electrical / ITS / Lighting

Streetscaping, Landscaping & rehabilitation

Establish Traffic Management / Compounds
Services Relocations

Civil Works and Drainage Works
Wardoo St intersection widening
BRT pavement

Electrical / ITS / Lighting
Streetscaping and Landscaping

Establish Traffic Management / Compounds
Services Relocations

Civil Works and Drainage Works
Queen St / Nerang intersection
BRT pavement

Electrical / ITS / Lighting
Streetscaping and Landscaping
Station Construction (Local)

Establish Traffic Management / Compounds
Services Relocations

Civil Works and Drainage Works
High St intersection widening

BRT pavement
Electrical / ITS / Lighting

Station Construction (District)
Streetscaping and Landscaping

Establish Traffic Management / Compounds
Services Relocations

Civil Works and Drainage Works
Scarborough St-Queen St intersection widening

BRT pavement
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Activity
ID

Activity
Description

Orig
Dur

CN2650 Electrical / ITS / Lighting 43

CN2660 Station Construction (regional) 90

CN2670 Streetscaping and Landscaping 86

Sect 2.6 - Along Queen St
CN2700 Establish Traffic Management / Compounds 16

CN2710 Services Relocations 65

CN2720 Civil Works and Drainage Works 78

CN2730 Queen St- Ada Bell Way intersection widening 88

CN2740 BRT pavement 42

CN2750 Electrical / ITS / Lighting 52

CN2770 Streetscaping and Landscaping 77

Sect 2.7 - Queen St to Nerang River
CN2800 Establish Traffic Management / Compounds 16

CN2810 Services Relocations 65

CN2820 Civil Works and Drainage Works 78

CN2840 BRT pavement 47

CN2850 Electrical / ITS / Lighting 51

CN2860 Station Construction (local) 90

CN2870 Streetscaping and Landscaping 85

Section 3 - Sundale Bridge to Hooker Blvd
Sect 3.1 - Nerang River Bridge
CN3100 Establish Work Site, Approvals & Traffic Control 67

CN3108 Preliminaries/Earthworks 15

CN3110 Abut A - Pier 5 Bored Piers 35

CN3114 Abut A Retaining wall and backfill 25

CN3117 Abut A - Pier 5 Pile Cap, Column & Headstock 80

CN3120 Abut A - Pier 5 Bearing/Mortar Pads etc 15

CN3123 Spans 1-5 Beam manufacture and delivery 129

CN3126 Abut A Relieving slab 5

CN3129 Spans 1 - 5 Beam Erection 15

CN3132 Spans 1 - 5 Deck slab 30

CN3135 Spans 1 - 5 Deck barriers, Clean Up etc 48

CN3141 Abut B - Pier 6 Bored Piers 35

CN3144 Abut B Retaining wall and backfill 25

CN3147 AbutB - Pier 6 Pile Cap, Column & Headstock 80

CN3150 Abut B - Pier 6 Bearing/Mortar Pads etc 15

CN3153 Spans 6 - 13 Beam manufacture and delivery 95

CN3156 Abut B Relieving slab 5

CN3159 Spans 6 - 13 Beam Erection 15

CN3162 Spans 6 - 13 Deck slab 40

CN3165 Spans 6 - 13 Deck barriers, Clean Up etc 68

CN3168 Asphalt deck wearing surface 11

CN3171 Remove earth works and clean up 13

Sect 3.2 -Nerang River Bridge to Marriott Resort
CN3210 Establish Traffic Management / Compounds 45

CN3220 Services Relocations 98

CN3240 Civil Works, Drainage and Structures 117

CN3250 BRT pavement 56

CN3260 Electrical / ITS / Lighting 47

CN3270 Stations (2 local) 100

CN3280 Streetscaping and Landscaping 120

Sect 3.3 - Marroitt Resort to Cypress St
CN3310 Establish Traffic Management / Compounds 45

CN3320 Services Relocations 55

CN3330 Civil Works, Drainage and Structures 88

CN3340 BRT pavement 44

CN3360 Electrical / ITS / Lighting 61

Months
-24 -23 -22 -21 -20 -19 -18 -17 -16 -15 -14 -13 -12 -11 -10 -9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38

Electrical / ITS / Lighting
Station Construction (regional)

Streetscaping and Landscaping

Establish Traffic Management / Compounds
Services Relocations

Civil Works and Drainage Works
Queen St- Ada Bell Way intersection widening

BRT pavement
Electrical / ITS / Lighting

Streetscaping and Landscaping

Establish Traffic Management / Compounds
Services Relocations

Civil Works and Drainage Works
BRT pavement

Electrical / ITS / Lighting
Station Construction (local)

Streetscaping and Landscaping

Establish Work Site, Approvals & Traffic Control
Preliminaries/Earthworks

Abut A - Pier 5 Bored Piers
Abut A Retaining wall and backfill

Abut A - Pier 5 Pile Cap, Column & Headstock
Abut A - Pier 5 Bearing/Mortar Pads etc

Spans 1-5 Beam manufacture and delivery
Abut A Relieving slab

Spans 1 - 5 Beam Erection
Spans 1 - 5 Deck slab

Spans 1 - 5 Deck barriers, Clean Up etc
Abut B - Pier 6 Bored Piers
Abut B Retaining wall and backfill

AbutB - Pier 6 Pile Cap, Column & Headstock
Abut B - Pier 6 Bearing/Mortar Pads etc

Spans 6 - 13 Beam manufacture and delivery
Abut B Relieving slab

Spans 6 - 13 Beam Erection
Spans 6 - 13 Deck slab

Spans 6 - 13 Deck barriers, Clean Up etc
Asphalt deck wearing surface
Remove earth works and clean up

Establish Traffic Management / Compounds
Services Relocations

Civil Works, Drainage and Structures
BRT pavement

Electrical / ITS / Lighting
Stations (2 local)
Streetscaping and Landscaping

Establish Traffic Management / Compounds
Services Relocations

Civil Works, Drainage and Structures
BRT pavement

Electrical / ITS / Lighting
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Activity
ID

Activity
Description

Orig
Dur

CN3380 Streetscaping and Landscaping 142

Sect 3.4 - Cypress Ave to Thornton St
CN3410 Establish Traffic Management / Compounds 48

CN3420 Services Relocations 98

CN3430 Civil Works, Drainage and Structures 113

CN3440 BRT pavement 50

CN3460 Electrical / ITS / Lighting 65

CN3470 Stations (2 district) 120

CN3480 Streetscaping and Landscaping 142

Sect 3.5 - Thornton St to Convention Centre
CN3510 Establish Traffic Management / Compounds 45

CN3520 Services Relocations 88

CN3530 Civil Works, Drainage and Structures 120

CN3540 BRT pavement 44

CN3560 Electrical / ITS / Lighting 52

CN3570 Stations (2 local) 96

CN3580 Streetscaping and Landscaping 142

Sect 3.6 - Convention Centre to Hooker Blvd
CN3610 Establish Traffic Management / Compounds 45

CN3620 Services Relocations 98

CN3630 Civil Works, Drainage and Structures 122

CN3640 BRT pavement 49

CN3660 Electrical / ITS / Lighting 58

CN3670 Stations (2 district) & Bus Interchange 122

CN3680 Streetscaping and Landscaping 106

Operating, ITS and Ticketing Systems

CN5100 Manufacture Ticketing Equipment 176

CN5110 Manufacture ITS Equipment 176

CN5120 Manufacture communications & CCTV equipment 176

CN5130 Install ticketing & comms equip on buses 61

CN5135 Sect 2 Install ticketing/comms equip at stations 40

CN5140 Sect 3 Install ticketing/comms equip at stations 35

COMISSIONING PHASE
Commissioning Planning

CP6100 Prepare Commissioning Plans 129

Subsystem Trials and Vehicle Commissioning

CP6200 Vehicle trials Section 2 32

CP6280 Vehicle trials Section 3 32

CP6450 Clearance testing all sections 72

CP6510 Driver Training 69

System testing and Performance Checks

CP6810 Commission Systems 28

CP6850 Commission Depot and Operations Centre 48

Integrated Commissioning

CP6900 Integrated Commissioning and Empty Running 32

OPERATIONAL PHASE

OP9010 Prepare and Document Operational Strategy 64

OP9100 Prepare Operating Company Strategy 64

OP9200 Establish Operating Company 197

OP9210 Purchase Equipment / Uniforms etc 90

Months
-24 -23 -22 -21 -20 -19 -18 -17 -16 -15 -14 -13 -12 -11 -10 -9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38

Streetscaping and Landscaping

Establish Traffic Management / Compounds
Services Relocations

Civil Works, Drainage and Structures
BRT pavement

Electrical / ITS / Lighting
Stations (2 district)

Streetscaping and Landscaping

Establish Traffic Management / Compounds
Services Relocations

Civil Works, Drainage and Structures
BRT pavement

Electrical / ITS / Lighting
Stations (2 local)
Streetscaping and Landscaping

Establish Traffic Management / Compounds
Services Relocations

Civil Works, Drainage and Structures
BRT pavement

Electrical / ITS / Lighting
Stations (2 district) & Bus Interchange

Streetscaping and Landscaping

Manufacture Ticketing Equipment
Manufacture ITS Equipment
Manufacture communications & CCTV equipment

Install ticketing & comms equip on buses
Sect 2 Install ticketing/comms equip at stations

Sect 3 Install ticketing/comms equip at stations

Prepare Commissioning Plans

Vehicle trials Section 2
Vehicle trials Section 3
Clearance testing all sections

Driver Training

Commission Systems
Commission Depot and Operations Centre

Integrated Commissioning and Empty Running

Prepare and Document Operational Strategy
Prepare Operating Company Strategy

Establish Operating Company
Purchase Equipment / Uniforms etc
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Activity
ID

Activity
Description

Orig
Dur

OP9300 Hire Operational Staff 125

OP9400 Train Operational Staff 115

OP9410 Start-up Promotional Campaign 124

OP9420 Development and approval of timetables 131

OP9500 Start Revenue Phase 0

Months
-24 -23 -22 -21 -20 -19 -18 -17 -16 -15 -14 -13 -12 -11 -10 -9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38

Hire Operational Staff
Train Operational Staff

Start-up Promotional Campaign
Development and approval of timetables

Start Revenue Phase
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